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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1861. NUMBER 20.
WA.H NEYVS!! the persons with me were; and upon O’Donnell’s engaging to procure a number of his countrymen 
to remove my body to a private place, who were 
not let into the secret, but supposed it was to se­
cure my body from the doctors, he seemed pleas­
ed with the plan, and made ua promise to admit no 
more persona into the secret, upon pain of his not 
having to do in the affair so soon as it should be 
discovered. He gave them money to hire a small 
boat to be in readiness at the wharf, nearest the 
place of execution, which boat I think was hired 
of one Mr. Skinner or Skinnings, near Oliver’s 
Dock. The doctor undertook to find the place of 
execution, which was then reported to be in sever­
al places, and to procure a two mast boat with a 
nood cuddy, which was to be mooree off the wharf 
at a convenient distance, all which was according­
ly done. The two*mast boat in which was the 
doctor, his friend and his apprentice, with their 
doctor’s instruments, was moored up the boy, near 
the gallows, the morning of the execution day, 
but fell down with the tide, about two hours be­
fore the execution, toward Dorchester point, for 
fear of being grounded.
The state of my mind, after my conversation 
with the doctor, until the day of execution, it is 
impossible for me to describe. This glimse of 
hope—this mere chance of escaping the jaws of 
death, and of avoiding the eyes of an offended 
Judge, at whose bar I was noways prepared to 
appear, seemed but to render my mind more dis­
tracted. I sometimes indulged myself with the 
thoughts of being recovered to life; and as I had 
fortunately concealed my real name, that I might 
return, like the Prodigal, to my parents, and live a 
life devoted to God and their comfort. But I of­
ten feared the means might fail to biing me to 
life, and then I wished that this scheme had never 
been mentioned, as the hopes of life seemed to pre­
vent my conversion, and then, to he surprised in­
to another worll, totally unprepared, how terrible! 
Thus distracted, the time flew, and the awful day 
arrived. In the morning the reverend parsons 
visited me. 1 was much softened by their conver­
sation, and really, at that time, wishod I had never 
seen the doctor, but by the near and certain ap­
proach of death, had been prepared to Jivo in those 
blissful mansions which are prepared in the world 
of glory for the truly penitent.
Soon after they left us, the doctor’s young man 
came (under pretence of a message from Mrs. 
Ranger, who had shown me much kindness in 
jail, the Lord reward her for it,) to renew the doc­
tor's directions how to condnct my body so as not 
to gufferthe least shook. He left me the follow­
ing paper:
“Thursday, May 8th, 1789.
“Tayior everything depends on your presence 
of mind. Remember that the human machine 
may be put in tune again if you preserve the spin­
al muscle from injury, nnd do not dislocate the 
vertebrae of neck; as the coli spinalis Is deduced 
from the transverre processes of the vertebra of 
the throat, and is latterly inserted into the verte­
brae of the neck, its connection with the whole 
human frame is material; so that you must eu- 
desvor to work the knot behind your neck, and 
press your throat upon the halter, which will pre­
vent *he neck's breaking, and likewise the com­
pressions of the jugular, and preserve the circula­
tions in some degree. Keep up your spirits."
My hopes werj now raised, and my former ter­
ror oid not return upon me, whieh I doubt not 
was obierved by the reverend parson who attend­
ed me, by the officers of justice, and the multitude, 
who doubtless compared my behavior with that of 
my fellow-sufferer. It is true, when I mounted 
the stage. I dreaded the pain of hanging as I 
should any other bodily pain, equally severe; but 
the far greater distress ol meeting an offended, in- 
Bxorabie feudge, and being consigned to endless 
misery, was done away. For the nearer the time 
of execution approached, the more my reliance on 
the doctor increased.
Y ou were present at the solemn parting with 
and warning which was given to the people—at 
the eqcellent prayer of the Rev. Mr. Stilman, and 
the dropping of the traps, which, to all appearance 
launched me and my poor, unhappy fellow-prison­
er, Arcaibald Taylor, into a boundless eternity.
But to return to my particular feelings—1 pre­
served my presence of mind; and, when the halt­
er wa« tied, remembered the doctor’s directions, 
and while the prayer wns making I kept gently 
turning my head so as to bring the knot on the 
beck of my neck, nearly as O’Donnell afterward 
informed, and as you and others observed.— 
When the trap fell I had all my senses about me; 
and though I have no remembrance of hearing 
_ . • , - , . . a,,y ■°unds among the people, yet I believe I did
My Dear Friend: Y ou will, no doubt, be great- not lose my senses till some minutee after. My 
ly astonished at receiving a lelter from one whom first feelings after the shock of falling was a vio- 
you to lately eaw, to all appearance, numbered lent strangling and oppression for want of breath ; 
with the dead, with ail the ignominy of a public j this roan gave -vay to a paiu in my eyes, which 
and shameful execution. But though strange as seemed to be burned by two balls of fire which 
it may appear, it i. no less strange than true, that, appeared before them, which seemed to dart on 
blessed he God for hia infinite goodness .’ I am and off like lightning; setting ever anon upon mv 
now among the living to praise him. It was my .boulders as if they weighed ten hundred tuns'; 
fervent desire that you should have been made ac- and after one terrible flash, in which the two balls 
quainted with the steps whieh were taken to re- seemed to join in one, I sunk away without pain, 
cover me to life imme. iately after my being hang- I like one falling to sleep.
•J. But the doctor who managed the affair would I What followed after I was turned off you know, 
aot admit of more than five person in the secret, as I was informed you kindly assisted my other 
Mhe /eared a discovery, and said a crowd around j friendr in taking the body down as soon as you 
me would be fatal, and prevent the air getting in- were permitted, and conveying it across the salt 
to my lungs, and 0 Donnell and lector had been works to the small boat; I was from thence carri- 
told of it before I saw you, and they, wkh the Dr. ed on board the two-mast boat to the doctor, to all 
"** 7onnI noan, and another, made the fire. I appearance dead; for O’Donnel, who was directed 
clothes, and 
could perceive no
, . - .............. uw.v. .. was too late. But
also the circumstances which attend my execu- the doctor was not discouraged, and in one hour 
tioa and recovery to life; as also my present frame and twenty two minutes after I was brought on 
board the boat, making two hours and forty-three 
minutes after I was turned off, he perceived signs 
of life in me, by a small motion and warmth in my 
bosom. In twenty minutos after I gave a violent, 
deep groan. Here description fails ! I can not 
describe the suffering of that moment. Ten thous­
and stranglings are trifling to it ! The first con­
fused thoughts I had were, that it was the mo­
ment of my dissolution; for I had no knowledge 
of my removal from the gallows, but was quite in­
sensible from the time I first lost myself to that in 
which I recovered—except some faint glimmer­
ings of a scene, which, faint and confused as they 
weie, I shall never forget, but which I feel im­
pressed upon my heart I ought not to communi­
cate to no man living. I was soon after this vio­
lent anguish made sensible where I was; the doc­
tor’s stuff, and sight of my friends restored me in 
a great measure to my senses. The doctor would 
not allow me to talk much; but feeling fatigued, 
he permitted me to lig down, having two persons 
by me to rub me with a brush while I slept.— 
When I awoke it was dark. I felt somewhat 
light-headed and confused from the dreadful scene 
I had passed through. All nands were now call­
ed, and a solemn oath was taken by all present 
not to tell anything which had happened until 
they should know that I was safe out of the coun­
try, and then not to discover the doctor, his friend 
or apprentice. I was then put on shore, and went 
from thence on board the vessel which brought 
me he»e.
Iam engaged to go to Gottenburg, in Sweden, 
and shall sail to-morrow in a ship which is com­
ing down the river from Philadelphia. I shall 
take my family name, and return to my parents a 
prodigal son indeed. God grant, as I have severe­
ly eaten husks, that I may soon eat bread in my 
earthly parents’house; and be prepared for such 
read as the saints in glory love and such as angels 
ea i in that house which is not made with hands
eternal h, the heavens.
ind^ma*n y°ur a88Ured friend, until death shall inaeca come.
Ibe DJt. Ueirnon Seliooctqlic ^sonel*
ia hjbusbt.d ivikt tvesbat vorninu,
BY L. HARPER.
Office in Woodward's Block, Third Story
"TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad­
vance ; $2,50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex­
piration of the year.
liidrg.
THE CELESTIAL ARMY
BT THOMAS BUCH AMAH READ.
I stood by the open easement 
And looked upon the night,
And saw the westward going stars 
Pass slowly out of sight.
Slowly the bright procession,
Went down the gleaming arob,
And my soul discerned the mnsie 
Of their long triumphed march;
Till the great celestial army.
Stretching far beyond the poles,
Became the eternal symbol 
Of the mighty march of souls.
Onward, foreTcr onward,
Red Mars led down his olan:
And the moon, like a mailed maiden,
Was riding in the ran.
And some were bright in beauty,
And some were faint and small,
But these might be, in greatest height, 
The noblest of them all.
Downward, forever downward,
Behind earth’s dusky shore;
They passed into the unknown night, 
They passed—and were no more.
No more ? Oh, say not so !
And downward is not just;
Tor the sight is weak and the sense is dim 
That looks through heated dust.
The stars and the railed moon,
Though they teem to fall and die.
Still sweep with their embattled lines 
An endless reach of sky.
And though the hills of death 
May hide the bright array,
The marshaled brotherhood of souls 
Still keeps its upward way.
Upward, forever upward,
I aee their march sublime,
And hear the glorious music 
Of the oonquerers of Time.
And long let me remember 
That the palest, faintest one
May to diviner vision be 
A bright and blessed sun.
General [mm.
[From the Vermont Journal of Nov. 4, 1789.]
A STRANGE STH1U.
Remarkable and Extraordinary Narrative of 
the Revivification of Young Joseph Taylor, 
who was supposed to have been Hanged io 
Death, (in Company with that Notorious High­
wayman, Pickpocket and Housebreaker, Arch 
ibald Taylor.) on Boston Neck, on Thursday, 
the Sth of May, 1788, fora Violent Assault 
and Robbery on the Highway, committed on 
the Person and Properly of Mr. Nathaniel 
Cunningham, Bulchpr, in October, 1787.
In a letter from eaid Joseph Taylor to his kind
friend and c< uutryman, Mr. Phelim Dolance, In 
Boston.
Eao Harbor, Mouth of the Delaware,) 
May 12, 1789
hit jon g m
therefore take this early opportunity to let you j by the doctor to cut and loosen my 
knew °f my being alive, and in health, blessed be rub me, throwing water on me, coul 
Ged, as I hope that these lines will find you, as life in me, but told the doctor it was I
of mind and resolution, through the grace of God, 
to sin no more, hut endeavor after new obedience.
You remember that you, among other friends, 
had great hopes of my being pardoned on account 
of my youth; but when their honors sat, I soon 
found 1 must be made an example of, as they were 
determined never to pardon highwaymen. 1 then 
began to prepare for death; hut must needs say, 
though I had many affecting conferences with the 
reverened parson who visited me in jail, I never, 
'even after my condemnation, realized that I was 
suddenly to dio in eo awful a manner, until a gen 
tleman, whom I afterward found was a doctor, 
c*roe aid talked privately with the late unhappy 
safferev, and my fellow convict. Archibald Tay­
lor, who, when the gentleir.an was gone, came to 
me with money In his hand,&so smiling a counte­
nance, that I thought he had received it in charity. 
But he soon undeceived me. telling mo with an 
at» ot gaiety, that It was the price of his body, and 
then ai.-.ed a shocking speech, which I sincerely 
oops it Matted out of the book of God’s remem­
brance agat.iit his pour soul.
This was the first time since my condemnation 
that I tho t wh U it was to die. The shock was 
Aorrihle, and Tajlor increased it saying that the
L,im 10 bargain with me for my 
I -body also The thoughts of my bones not being 
permitted to remain in the grave in peace, and my 
Wy, which my poor mother had so often caressed 
and dandled on her knees, and which had been so 
pampered by »y friends in my better days, being 
1 clashed and as angled by the doctors was too much 
for me. I had been deaf to the pions exortations 
«f the priests, hut now my conscience was awak­
ened, and hell seemed indeed to yawn for me.
What a night of horror was the next night! 
When the doctor came in the morning to bargain 
/ot my body, I wae in a cold sweat; my knees 
emote together, and my tongue seemed to cleave 
to the roof of my mouth. He derceived the agony 
«f my soul, and asked me some questions of the 
state of my mind. I found utterance, and poured 
out my heart to him. He seemed affected at my 
distress, especially as my conduct was so different 
from that of A. Taylor’s; and after pausing, he 
teit mo without mentioning the sale of my body, 
and said he would call again the next day. He 
eame and asked me privately whether I had two 
or three friends I could depend upon to assist In 
anything to my benefit. He communicated his de- 
eiga of attempting to recover mi to life if my body 
he carved, immediately after I was cut down. t< 
«ome convaient place out of the reach of the peo 
pie, assuring me by all that was sacred, that if h- 
failed in his attempt he would give my body s 
Ciiristian burial. I closed with it without hesita­
tion. The doctor then left me aud soon after Tec 
tor and O'Donnell earae to see me, to whom I 
communicated the plaa in confidence. The doe 
tar came back to charge me not to trust more per- 
u ms than were sufficient to carry my body from 
thu gallows to lb* pl»o« provided. I told him who
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
Gen Wool.
The Troy Daily Times says : We announce 
vith the mot lively satisfaction that aU douhi 
vith reference to the orders from Washington te 
General Wool is at an end. He this morning 
eceived from the War Department a notificatio. 
hat he had been Appointed to the command < 
he Department of South-eastern Virginia—head 
juarters at Fortress Monroe—with directions t< 
eport himself for duty immediately. He wil 
leave this city for bis post of duty on Wednes 
lay.
Challenge of the American Champion 
Against all England for $10,000.
The following spirited letter, drawn forth by 
the recent sneers at Heenan in the London 
Sporting press, has just been sent to Wilkes Spir 
it from Washington, by the American Chompion, 
It will doubtless, be read with interest by every 
man in the country.
Washington, Aug. 16, 1861.
To tiie Editor of Wilkes’ Spirit: Dear 
Sir;— Iu consequence of certain remarks that 
have recently appeared in English journals, in 
which my name is again brought forward in con 
nection with the Championship, I wish, through 
you, to say a word.
“ It is said that Mace, now that he is Cham­
pion, desires, above all things, to meet me ; and 
it is also said that he is willing to make a match 
for the Championship, and for as much more as 
£2,000 a Bide. Now, if there is any sincerity in 
thia offer, it affords me an opportunity to say 
what I will do.
“ Notwithstanding the nnfair manner I was 
dealt by, when I was in England, [from which I 
entirely acquit Tom Sayers,) I am willing to try 
her maxim ot fair play once more, and will fight 
the best man that England can produce for the 
sum of £2,000 a side ; and if Mace is thought to 
be her best man, I will of course fight him. I 
allude to him in this way because I do not think 
he is the best man, and because, when I was in 
England last, I was frequently abused by many 
writers for the reason that Tom Sayers was a 
smaller man than myself.
“ In making this offer, I intend to include the 
winner of the pending match for the Champion­
ship, between Mace and King, and, though I con­
sider that I already own the belt, you may, as a 
matter of form, challenge for that, ,too. Let me 
say, however, that in consequence of the manner 
in which I was hunted and harassed, when en­
deavoring to train before, and, in consequence of 
the ruffianly treatment from the crowd, at Farn- 
borough, at the conclusion of my fight with Say­
ers, I would prefer to fight Mace or his conquer­
or, or whoeuer the selected man may be, on this 
side of the Atlantic—say in Canada.
In that case, I would relinquish to him, out of 
the main stake, £500, for his expenses,and give 
him a bond in £1,500 more, guaranteeing 
against any private interference with the fight in 
my behalf. If, on the other hand, I am required 
to go to England, 1 shall expect the same allow­
ance. and an equal guarantee.
“ On these terms (which I believe are as fair 
as can be made) I will meet Mace, or any other 
man, whom Englishmen may prefer, for the 
Ch ampionship of the two hemispheres, and if the 
latter portion of my offer is the most acceptable,
I will go to England as I went before, alone and 
without local influence, and test again, by a still 
more deliberate verdict, the force of that other 
British maxim, which infers that the best man 
may be allowed to win even though he be a stran­
ger, and not a British born.
“ Please send these views of mine forward, and 
whenever you get an answer, and w.11 notify me 
of it. I will place in your, or any indicated hands, 
as much monev as the other parties may require 
to hind the match, or as a first depos't. Hoping 
earnestly that you may succeed in having this 
match made, or, in declined, that, there may be 
an end of pretended English offers in connection 
with my name. I remain,
“ Yours, respectfully,
“ John C. Heenan.”
Arlington.
One of the editors of the New Y’ork Express, 
who wai on the recent editorial excursion to 
Washington and vicinity, thus speaks of his visit 
to Arlington, the late residence of Gen. Lee, of 
the Confederate Army.
Arlington House was nextopproached, through 
its park-like grounds, unrivalled in naturnal beau­
ty. The heights slope down to the water's edge 
iu every variety of glen and dale and hillside, 
while groups and groves of trees, sometimos a 
mere clump of oaks, sometimes a thick woods of 
planted shrubbery, afford at once a grateful shade 
aud a charming variety to the landscape.
Among these trees and on these slopes, cavalry 
troops are picketed, the men lounging lazily 
around ; here and there a tent is seen in the dis­
tance ; now and then a sentinel paces his beat 
along our way ; aud on the crest of the hills a 
whole regiment is encamped. General Lee’s 
pleasure grounds are now more picturesquely oc­
cupied than ever before ; none of the stately par­
ties that within the country have been collected 
at these aristocratic quarters ever presented a 
more romantic effect than the squads of soldiers 
at their tent doors, the groups preparing dinner 
or the strolling officers resting from the fatigues 
of a hot Virginia day.
In Arlington House itself, the home of one of 
the most important of the Southern Generals, a 
Northern officer (McDowell) has his headquar­
ters. Pictures of noted individuals yet hang on 
the walls ; Martha Washington’s remains un­
touched in the corner ; the beds where so many 
lovely guests have stretched themselves, after the 
minutes of revolutionary times, are now given up 
to orderlies and aids-de-camp. Col. Keyes, just 
promoted to a brigadier generalship, received us 
with a soldier's courtsey, in a hall where Wash­
ington once received La-Fayette, and a group of 
secretaries were copying orders in the dining­
room .
Bees at War.
Ezra Dibble, a well known citizen of Ohio, 
co-nmut/cated io a paper, some years ago, the 
following particulars of a battle among his bees- 
He had seventy swarms of bees, about equally 
divided on each side of the house. On Sunday, 
August 14th, about three o'clock, the weather 
being warm, and the windows open, his bouse 
was suddenly filled with bees, which forced the 
family to flee at once to the neighbors. Mr. D. 
getting wetl protected against his assailants, pro' 
ceeded to take a survey, and if possible learn the 
cause which had disturbed them.
The seventy swarms were out, and those on 
one side of the house appeared to be arrayed in 
battle against those on the other side ; and such 
a battle was perhaps never before witnessed.— 
They filled the air, covering a space of more 
than one acre of ground, and fought desperately 
for some three hours — not for “spoils,” but for 
conquest; and while at war no living thing could 
exist in the vicinity. They stung a large flock 
of Shanghai chickens, nearly all of which died, 
and persons passing along the roadside were 
oblidged to make haste to avoid the sting.
A little after six o’clock, quiet was restored: 
j»nd the living bees returned to their hives leav- 
ng the slain almost literally covering the ground 
since which, but few have appeared around the 
lives, and those apparently stationed as senti. 
els to watch the enemy. But two young swarms 
were entirely destroyed, and aside irom the ter- 
'hie slaughter of Lees no other injury was done. 
Neither party was victorious, and they onlyceas 
id on the approach of night, and from utter pros­
tration. The occasion for this strange warring 
among the b*ca is not easily accounted for; and
those most conversant with their management 
never before witnessed or heard of such a spec 
tacle as here narrated.
Horses Wearing Spectacles.
In Marryat’s “Residence in Jutland," when 
speaking of high-stepping horses, the author says 
“In the North of Germany, whence these horses 
are generally imported, you may frequently see 
the animals exercising on the high roads, capri- 
soned, like the knight's charger of old, with hea­
vy clothing, wearing no blinkers, but large spec­
tacles. These spectacles are strong magnifiers: 
and each pebble, to the eyes of the deluded quad­
ruped, appears as a granite boulder ; so, in his 
youth and ignorance, he lifts up his legs high in 
the air to avoid their contact, and thus contracts 
that habit of high-stepping so much admired, 
and for which the amateurs pay undeard-of 
prices.
Picket Courtesies.
Some of the picket boys on the Potomac seem 
to be having Dice times. A few days ago, one 
of the guards on the Virginia side of the chain 
bridge saw a Confederate picket in a neighbor­
ing thicket. The Northerner chanced to have a 
bottle of old rye in his pocket, and took it out 
for a swig. This overcame the Virginian, whose 
liquor had been cut off of late, and he called out 
at top of his voice, “Got some good whisky over 
there?” “A No 1,” replied the Y’ankee.— 
“S’pose you give a fellow just a drop!” contin­
ues the Virginian. “Play fair then—none of 
your dodges—advance half way without your 
arms and you shall have a drink,” replies the 
Federal picket. This the Virginian does, the 
Yankee imitating him— they meet under the 
shade of a tree, the bottle is produced, both in­
dulge, shake hands, and retire to their respec­
tive posts.
Mahomedanism.
Had Henry Ward Beecher lived in the days of 
the Moslem prophet, he would have been of the 
right material for a first lieutenant under that 
military leader, and a genial assistant in the 
compilation of the Koran. So we judge from 
the following extract from a sermon recently de­
livered by him:
“The most painful and the slowest road to hea­
ven is by disease. Looking at it in its just view, 
commend me to sudden death—death by the 
lightning stroke or by the whistling ball. To be 
sure, with sudden death there is a violent shock, 
but as the translation, to pass through the gold- 
pn doors of heaven, violent deaths are to be de­
sired.”
Martial Law.
Says Chancellor Kent, is founded on para­
mount necessity and proclaimed by a military 
despotism. It is an arbitrary law, originating 
n emergencies. In times of extreme peril to 
the State, either from without or from within 
the public welfare demands extraordinary legal 
delay. Justice is suspended by the military pow 
era. which become supreme. It suspends the 
operation of habeas corpus: enables | ersous 
charged with treason to be summarily tried by 
court martial instead of grand jury ; justifies 
searches and siezutes of private property, and 
the taking possession of public highways and oth' 
er means of communication. Involving the 
highest exercises of sovereignty, it is, of course, 
capable of great abuse, and is only to be justifi" 
ed on emergencies of the most imperative and na 
ture.
OPENLY FOB DISUVIOX.
We copy in this day’s paper an article on the 
war and its repults, from the Cincinnati Press, a 
paper of the largest circulation in Cincinnati and 
edited by Henny Reed, formerly editor of the 
Ohio State Journal, and more recently of the 
Cincinnati Commercial. This article ought to 
be read by every citizen who desires to keep 
properly posted as to the tendency of events. It 
will be seen that the Press frankly avows itself 
for disunion so soon as the South has been suffi­
ciently punished for attempting forcible separa­
tion. We have no particle of doubt that this is 
the position secretly occupied by three fourths of 
all the Republican leaders and presses in Ohio.
[Front the Cincinnati Press, Aug. 14.]
What is to Come of it.
Some of our friends who did ns the good office 
to read he leading editorial in the Press of Sun- 
day last, inquire if we are still iu favor of a divis­
ion of the Union.
We are in favor of what is right—best, for the 
people and the country, white and black, North 
and South, noio and for the future. If to be in 
such a sfate of mind is to be in favor of a divis­
ion of the Union, then we are in favor.
If, upon a fair and candid consideration of the 
case, to be of the opinion that a division of the 
Union is the only reliable way to bring the dis­
cord between the North and the South to an end, 
is to be in favor of such division, then we are in 
favor.
No man is to blame for his honestly entertained 
opinions, and we not intend to apologize for ours. 
We do not discuss the question whether the 
North can subdue the South, or whether, by force 
of arms, the Constitution and laws can be kept 
in force in the States that are in rebellion. If 
this is the paramount question, there is an end 
of discussion; the problem can only be solved by 
experiment.
It is not a question whether, as things now 
stand, the war should be continued, lr»oD8 raised, 
armies organized, munitions and articles of sub­
sistence collected, campaigns planned and ad­
vances made. In the present condition of af­
fairs, we do not clearly see how the Government 
can do otherwise than it is doing.
But war is a temporary state; in modern war 
nations exhaust themselves with great rapidity.— 
The North is not destined to overrun, conquer 
subdue, and hold the South in subjection, for the 
reason, if there were no other, that it can not af­
ford it. Exhaustion will arrive before it is ac­
complished. The experiment has been tried fat- 
enough to render this apparent. The North can 
conquer the south ; but it is a question for those 
who have a taste for such calculations: What 
WILL BE THE CONDITION OF THE NoRTH WHEN IT 
HAS DONE IT?
Following at the heels of war will arise an im­
perative demand for terms upon which peace can 
b- e-t»»b!ished and preserved ; and to fix these 
tprms will he a dutv devolving upon somsbody 
Peace is soon to be a thing of absolute necessity ; 
and it ia greatly desirable that the peace, whin it 
comes, shall be an honorable one. If an honor­
able peace is secured to the North, we do do not 
know that—as a North—it has any thing more 
to ask, or even to desire.
Admitting that the North is stopped, by con­
siderations affecting itself, from conquering and 
holding the South in subjection—or, which is the 
same thing, in the Union contrary to its will— 
there are but two modes of settlement: First, 
division and separate independence, or, Second, 
compromise and re-construction.
We prefer, of course, division ; for there is 
nothing in it which savors of dishonor. When 
the South has reduced its conditions to a demand 
for separate independence, and has made the 
proper amends for the war in which it has wan­
tonly and unnecessarily involved the country, tie 
thing that is best for the North is to give it what 
it desires. Two separate and independent na­
tions, the Union and the Confedercy will respect 
each other—as yoke fellows. Bound together 
by an irksome and galling political vinculum, 
mutual hatred will be the predomination senti­
ment, and mutual injury the leading motive.
Admitting that the Union may be formally re 
stored ly compromise, as there is no compromise 
like!? to be accepted upon either side that will 
reach the cause of the disturbance, the restora­
tion can only be temporary. The South will not 
—because it can not—bind its politicians to re­
frain from agitating for extension and guaran­
tees of slavery ; and the North will not, for the 
name reason bind its politicians from agitating 
for the restraint of slaverv and the weakening of 
the slave tenure. For the restraint of slavery 
and the weakening of the slave tenure. For the 
North to make concessions now, for the sake of 
patching up the Union, would be eqivalent to an 
admission that it is in the wrong : it would stand 
in the disgraceful light of yielding that to fear 
which it wis unwilling to yield to considerations 
of justice.
The fact that from causes not new, but imbed­
ded in the very constitution of society, and to 
every appearance ineradicable, each of the two 
great parts of a nation is at war with the other, 
by what bears the appearance of a unanimous 
consent, is a great and solemn one. We may 
charge the origin of the contest to agitators and 
demagogues as much as we please ; but in so do­
ing we only substitute the proximate for the fi­
nal canse. Agitators and demagogues can, at 
most, only take advantage of existing conditions. 
They must have a basis of operation before they 
can disturb and excite. The cause was there be­
fore Davis and Mason and Yancey and Breckin­
ridge began to work upon it. They, perhaps, 
blew the embers into a flame, but to make the 
embers, even had they been ever so much dis­
posed, was beyond their power. It is a principle 
as true in the moral as in the material world, 
that nothing can come from nothing. There is 
no such thing as a pure creation. Whether it be 
in wood, metal, stone or ideas, humanity only 
works upon elements ; and, as in gunpowder, the 
compound which produces the explosion is only 
the sum of the forces of the ingredients, gaining 
nothing from the individual strength of him who 
fires the train ; so in society, disruptions are for­
midable in proportion to the power of the ele­
ments, nnd not to the vigor oftl oso who inciden­
tally put them in a state ol activity.
Secret Sworn Abolition Society.
The Marion County (O ) Mirror of Thursday 
last contained the following communication:
“ Secret Societies.—Mr Editor ; The arti­
cle of‘Siesta,’in your last, has made quite a 
fluttering among the Abolitionists in our vicinity. 
It has exposed them. They have a secret con­
clave iu this township for the past two months.
I know what I say when I make the charge that 
an Abolition Society is in operation here, and 
that its members are under otth to make this 
war a war of Abolitionists.
“CALEDONIA.”
We believe there is no doubt of the truth of 
“ Caledonia’s” statement. These secret Aboli­
tion societies abound in every county in the free 
Slates where Abolitionists are to be found. And 
members of these secret Abolition societies are 
sworn to make this a war for freeing the slaves. 
They have no* so far done any thing, for fear of 
embarassing the Administration. That is, they 
have done nothing in the I ne they intend to op­
erate in, which is to get up insurrections, among 
the slaves in the slave States. They have so far 
simply operated on the Cabinet, members of Con­
gress and the Republican press, which has been 
to have Congress pass a law proclaiming freedom 
to the slave, or to have the President proclaim 
the same thing by a proclamation, as a military 
necessity. If they cannot accomplish this object 
in due time, they will then operate on their own 
responsibility. They do not mean to let this war 
lease, if they can help it, before slavery has been 
wiped out, though it take a generation to accom­
plish it. They are most vociferous war men to 
be found ; the warmest for its vigorous prosecu­
tion, and the most bitter against those who are 
for settling our difficulties by negotiation. That 
such secret sworn Abolition societies exist for 
the purposes we have stated, there is no earthly 
doubt. And to the influence of these societies 
can be traced much of the anti compromise sen­
timent that pervades the country.—Cin. Enq. 
The Artful Simon.
A dispatch in the Associated Press report this 
morning, saying that the attacks on the Admin­
istration iu the New York journals are thought 
to have been instigated by the secessionists, is 
one of Camorou’s finest touches. The Adminis­
tration has not been attacked. The diatribes 
against the management of the War Department 
—that means Cameron—have been bitter, fre­
quent, and well deserved ; and if they are the 
work of secessionists, tho whole country has been 
tampered with, because every man ol whom we 
have heard, from Maine to Nebraska, utters his 
name only with objurgations. That story won’t 
do.— Chicago Tribune,
The above from so devoted a partisan Repub­
lican paper r.s the Chicago Iribune—the paper 
that did more than any other to bring Mr. Lin­
coln before the country—and the multitude of 
similar paragraphs afloat, should convince the 
Administration that the people mean something 
—and indeed are in deadly earnest, iu the al­
most universal expression of distrust, contempt 
and indignation, at the awful mismanagement of 
the War Department. — Cincinnati Commercial.
The Last Words of Marion.
Horry, in his life of Gen. Marion, says that the 
last words of that hero were :
“Ambitions demagogues will rise, and the peo 
ple through ignorance and love of change, will 
follow them. Vast armies will he raised, and 
bloody battles fought; and after desolating their 
country with all the horrors of civil war, the guil­
ty sinners will have to bend their necks to the 
iron yoke of some stern usurper, and, like beas; 
of burden, to drag unpit:ed those galling chaiiu 
which they have riveted upon themselves forev­
er.”
Missouri Declared Independent.
The Memphis Appeal contains a Proclama­
tion by C. F. Jackson, the rebel Governor o 
Missouri, “To the People of Missouri.”—It de­
clares that State “free and independent,” ano 
bases the action upon an act of the Legislator, 
which authorize! him to “suppress rebelli >n -r d 
repel invasion,” subject to the ratification of tbe 
people at such time as apportuniiy offers fo 
them to vote upon it.
Battle of Springfield!
Interesting Details.
A correspondent of the New York Tribune, 
who witnessed the battle of Springfield, gives a 
detailed account, from which we copy :
THE COMMENCEMENT.
Our army moved toward tbe southwest, to 
leave the creek and a spring which empties in it 
on our left. Passing over a spur of high land 
which lies at the north end of the valley and be­
gan te ascend a hili. Capt. Wright, with three 
or four companies of mounted Homo Guards, 
the only ones in the engagement, were sent to 
the left, across the creek, to cut off a party of 
horsmen visible on that side, near a house re­
cently vacated by a Union man. Upon their 
approach tbe rebels retired behind the south 
fence of a corn field, and io the adjoining bush 
were soon visible swarms of men, whose fire 
threatened to be disastrous to the Home Guard 
cavalry, should they approach. Through the 
thin stalks of broom corn Capt. Wright had seen 
the ambuscade, and approached only near 
enough to draw their fire, when he withdrew, 
to induce them to follow him into the field, when 
he could charge on them effectively. He repeat­
ed thia movement three times, but the enemy 
were too wily, and would only remain behind 
the fesce. Capt. Plummer and Gilbert’s com­
panies of regulars were then ordered to attack 
them in the corn field, which they did, and were 
driven ba*-k from the fence by about three lhous< 
and rebels, before whom the two campanies re­
tired firing.
BLAIR’8 REGIMENT STORMS THE QF.IOHTS.
Meanwhile the opposite hill had been stormed 
and taken by the gallant Missouri First and Os- 
terhau’s battalion and Totten’s battery of six 
pieces bad taken position on its summit and 
north side, and was belching forth its loud-mouth­
ed thunder much to the distraction of the oppo­
sing force, who had already been started upon a 
full retreat by the thick raining bullets of Col. 
Blair’s boys. Lieutenant Dudois’a battery, four 
pieces, had also opened on the eastern slope, fir* 
ing upon a force which was retreating toward 
the southeast on a road leading up tbe hill, which 
juts into the southwestern angle of the creek, and 
upon a battery placed near by to cover their re­
treat. Observing the danger of Capt. Plummer 
and his gallant men, Lieut. Dubois skillfully 
threw a few shells among their pursuers, which, 
bursting just as they reached the dense mass of 
humanity, scattered them wounded and lifeless 
npon the ground by scores, while the balance 
ran for dear life in every direction.
BLAIR'S REGIMENT DEFEATS A SECOND FORCE AND 
DRIVES BACK A THIRD.
Having driven a regiment of the enemy from
one hill, the Missouri volunteers encountered in 
the valley beyond another finely equipped regi­
ment ot bouisianians, who, alter a bitter fight of 
forty five minutes, were driven back and scatter­
ed, assisted by Capt. Lothrop and his regular ri­
fle recruits. Totten and Dubois were, mean­
while, firing upon the enemy forming in the 
southwest angle of the valley, and upon their 
batteries on the opposite hill.
The brave and undaunted First, with their 
ranks already thinned by death, again moved 
forward up the second hill, just on the brow of 
which they met still another regiment, which 
poured a terrible volley of musketry into their 
diminished numbers. Never yielding an inch, 
they gradually crowded their opposers backward 
still backward, losing many of their own men, 
killed and wounded, but covering the ground 
thick with delegates from the retreating foe.
GEN. LYON RECEIVES TWO WODND8.
Up to this time Gen. Lyon had received two 
wounds, and bad his fine dappled pray shot dead 
under him, which is sufficient evidence that he 
had sought no place of safety for himself while 
he plrced his men in danger. Indeed he had 
already unwisely exposed himself. Seeing blood 
upon his hat, I inquired, “General, are you bad­
ly hurt?” to which he replied. “I think not 
seriously.” He had mounted another horse and 
was as busily engaged as ever.
THE IOWA AND KANSAS BOYS.
The Iowa First, under Lieut. Col. Merritt, 
nnd part of the Kansas troops were now ordered 
forward to take the place of the Missourians. 
The former fought like tigers, stood as firm as 
trees, and saved us from utter and overwhelming 
defeat. Companies H., Capt. Gottschalk, I., 
Capt. Heron, and K., Capt. Cook, were placed in 
ambush by Capt. Granger of the regulars. Ly­
ing down close to the brow of tbe hill, they wait­
ed for another attempt of the enemy to retake 
their position. On they came, in overwhelming 
numbers. Not a breath was heard among the 
Iowas till their enemies came within thirty-five 
or forly feet, when they poured the contents of 
their Minie muskets into the enemy, and routed 
them, though suffering themselves at the same 
time. Two Kansas companies afterward did the 
same thing on the eastern slope, and repulsed a 
vigorous attack of the enemy.
DEATH OF GEN. LYON.
Lyon now desired the men to prepare for a 
bayonet charge immediately after delivering 
their next fire, and tbe Iowas at once offered to 
go, and asked for a leader. On came the enemy. 
No time could be lost to select a leader. “I will 
lead yon,” exclaimed Lyon. “Come on, my 
brave men,” and with an unnatural glare iu his 
eyes he had placed himself in the van of the 
Iowas while Gen. Sweeney took a similar posi­
tion to lead on a portion of the Kansas troops, 
when the enemy came near enongh to discharge 
their pieces, and shrank from the destructive fire 
of onr men. Before the galling fire of our ene 
my fell the brave Gen Lyon. He was picked np 
by his body servant and one of his guard and 
carried lifeless toward the ambulances, in one 
of which his body was placed to be conveyed to 
Springfield.
MAJOR STURGIS ASSUMES COMMAND, AND AGAIN RE- 
FULSES THE REBELS.
Tbe command now devolved npon Maj. Stur­
gis. Another attack from the enemy was &n< 
nounced by the volleys of musketry which were 
heard on our right. Maj. Sturgis directed his 
attention that way, and the enemy were again 
repulsed.
TERRIBLE FIGHTING-LAST ATTACK ON THE REBELS 
—THEY ARE ONCE MORE REPULSED.
Some twenty minutes now elapsed before the
firing was resumed to any considerable extent 
on either side, when the artillery and musketry 
again resounded on the hill behind me. I turn­
ed for a few moments to behold the terrible scene.
I he enemy in overpowering numbers, were just 
on the southwestern brew of the h’ll. with five or 
•fix pieces of cannon, and it seemed as though 
surely the handful of their oj posers would never 
*e able to successfully resist them, much less 
drive them back. But all who bad gone hack 
■with the wounded, and for water, »ere rallied, 
i d. after a sharp, severe, and unequalled COD- 
est, the enemy were again repulsed.
WHY THE FEDERAL TROOPS RETREATED,
Capt. Totten then repored^iis cannon>mmn- 
nitioo nearly gone. Thia decided the course to
be yurened, and Major Sturgis at once sent the hibit a similar dogrea of patriotism.
ambulance toward the city, and Lieut. Duboia* 
battery back to the hill at the north end of th« 
valley to protect the retreat. In good order, the 
remnants of the bravest body of troops in the 
United States commenced a retreat, even while 
on the point of victory.
HOW BEIGEL*8 DIVISION was EMPLOYED.
G°n. Seigel, upon herring the battle opened 
by Gen. Lyon, at once began work on his side. 
He had already taken sixty prisoners, who, with 
several wagons, were engaged on farms in the 
vicinity of the camp digging potatoes, picking 
roasting ears, gathering tomatoes and other veg­
etables, for the rebel commissary department* 
Saigel advanced upon the enemy without being 
seen, taking their pickets prisoners, and drovt 
their force from the southeastern camp, chasing 
them as far as the Fayettville road. Here hs 
was met by a uniformed very much like the Iowa 
First, coming over the summit from the north­
west. and supposing it was the latter, allowed 
them to come within a few paces of him, when 
they poured a murderous fire into his ranks, scat* 
tering like sheep. The enemy’s cannon now b«’ 
gan on him. killing the horses attached to hia 
own six pieces, and he had to retire leaving 
them behind. Capt. Flagg seeing the position 
of affairs, took ropes, fastened them to one can­
non and placed them in the hands of his priso­
ners, compelling them to draw the canbon off 
the field. One caisson was also saved and anoth­
er tipped into the creek. The others fell info 
the hands of the enemy. The cause of Siegel’s 
repnlse was owing very much to the behavior of 
Col. Solomon’s men, who were three months men 
whose time bad expired, and who at his request 
had agreed to serve ten days longer. At the 
first severe fire those who in Carthage had fought 
like veterans, began to lament that they had 
lengthened their time of service and wished they 
were with their families at home. Such men 
as these could not be brought up to fight against 
overwhelming numbers, and their dissatisfaction 
communicated itself to many of Siegel's regi­
ment* Notwithstanding these very adverse cir­
cumstances,Siegel brought in about on»hundred 
prisoners and many horses*
LKNOTH OF THE BATTLE.
During the latter part of the battle the smoka 
from cannons and muskets, which hong like 
a dense cloud over the valley, was increased by 
the enemy’s Betting fire to a train of thirty or 
forty wagons, to prevent them falling into tbe 
hands of our soldiers. The battle commenced 
about six o’clock and continued, with but slight 
cessation, until eleven, at which time onr ambu­
lances, being filled with wounded, officers and 
privates, commenced moving toward Spring- 
field, under protection of Dubois battery. The 
enemy, however, made no attempt to follow, which 
is sufficient proof that they were badly whip 
ped.
A correspondent of tbe New York Herald 
gives the following details of the death of Gen. 
Lyon.
For two or three days before the battle Gen­
eral Lyon changed much in appearan^. Sine* 
it became apparent to him that he must abandon 
tho Annthwest or have his army cut to pieces, 
he had lost much of his former energy and deois- 
ion. To one of his staff he remarked, the eve­
ning before the battle, “I am a man believing in 
presentiments and ever since this night surprise 
was planned I have bad a feeling I cannot get 
rid of that it would result disastrously. Through 
the refusal of government properly to reinfnro® 
me I am obliged to abandon the country. If I 
leave it without engaging the enemy the pnblio 
will call me a coward. If I engage him I may 
be defeated and my command cut to pieces. I 
am too weak to hold Springfield, and yet the 
people will demand that I bring about a battte 
with the enemy I cannot keep a town against, 
How can this result otherwise than against 
us?”
On the way to the field I frequently rodo neat 
him. He seemed like one bewildered, and often 
when addressed failed to give any recognition^ 
and seemed totally unaware that he was spoken 
to. On the battle field be gave his orders 
promptly, and Beemed solicitous for the welfare 
of his men, but utterly regardless of his own safe­
ty. While he was standing where bullets flew 
thickest, just after his favorite horse was shot 
from under him, some of his officers interposed 
and begged that be would retire from the spot 
and seek one less exposed. Scarcely railing his 
eyes from the enemy he eaid—
“It is well enough that I stand here. I am 
satisfied.”
While the line was form’ng for the charge 
against the rebels, in which he lost his life, Gen. 
Tyoe turned to Major Sturgis, who stood near 
him, and remarked :
“I fear that the day is lost; if Cel. Seigel had 
been successful he would have joined us before 
this. I think I shall lead on this charge.^
He bad been wounded in the leg in the early 
part of the engagement—merely a flesh wonnd— 
from which the blood flowed profusely. Major 
Stnrgis during the conversation noticed blood on 
Gen. Lyon’s hat, and at first supposed he had 
touched it with his hand, which was wet with 
blood from his leg. A moment after, perceiving 
that it was fresh, he removed the General’s ha* 
and asked the canse of its appearance. “It is 
nothing, Major, nothing but a wound in the 
head,” said Gen I.yon turning away &nd mount­
ing his horse. Without taking the hat held out 
to him by Major Sturgis, he addressed the Iow*s 
he was to command, with—
“Forward boys ! I'll lead you I
Two minutes afeer he lay dead upon the field., 
pierced through the breast by a rifle ball, j net 
above the heart. In death his features wore tha 
same troubled and puzzled expression that had 
been fixed on them for weeks.
The Enemy Getting Information
[Correspondtnt of the N. Y. Evening Poet.] 
Washington, Aug. 21. 1861. 
Another attempt has been made to recover 
the body of Colonel Cameron, of course with the 
permission of the Secretary of War. This time 
it was done by three or four Masons, who, under 
cover of the privileges of the fraternity, penetra­
ted the lines of the enemy end preferred their re­
quest. They came back professing to have as­
surances that the body should be returned, but 
some of our leading secessionists are laughing 
over the affair, and saying that the ft ar Depart­
ment has again been deceived by some Alexan­
dria experts, and instead of getting the body of 
Colonel Cameron, Jeff. Davis has got fresh news 
from his friends here. It is strange that any of 
Colonel Cameron’s friends should indulge in the 
hope of receiving his body unt 1 the request is 
made formally of the commanding General ai 
Manassas. This the War Department decides 
it cannot do without recognizing the belligerent 
rights of the rebels. Jeff Davis replies that the 
body will not be delivored up until such a recog­
nition :s made. This, it would seem, should end 
the matter, for any further attempts only reflect 
npon the War Department, and gives the rebels 
opportunity to obtain reliable news from Wash­
ington. There are a great many people besides 
Seetitary Cameron who have friends buried at 
ManwBas or lying in jail at Richmond, and if, 
u r tae good of the country, they are willing to 
’eave them to tbe tender merciea of tbe rebels, 
they demand that men ia hingb office shall ax-
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DEMOCRATIC CiilMi
The Democracy cf Knox County are requested 
to asaanble at the usual placea of holding meet" 
ing« ou Saturday, September 7th, 1861, between 
the hours of 2 and 7 o'clock, P. M. and then and 
there select three delegates to represent said town 
ships in a Democratic County Convention, to as­
semble at the Court House, in Mt. Vernon, on 
Monday Sept. 9ih, for the purpose of nominating 
a Democratic County Ticket, and also to appoint 
delegates to meet-in Senational Convention in 
Mansfield, on Tuesday, Sept. 10th.
By order of the Democratic Central Commit 
tee. . L. HARPER, Chairman.
A USED UP MAN1
The letter of H. B. Payne, Esq., to Gov. Den­
nison, which we publish in this issue of the Ban­
ner, is a perfect scorcher. Dennison isecertain 
ly a used up individual! He must be in a truly 
Poyne-ful condition at present, but has no one 
to blame hut himself for getting into all this 
trouble. Poor “Snccedaneum 1”
MOBBING NEWSPAPER OFFICES.
Within the last three weeks several Democrat­
ic Priming Offices, in different parts of the coun 
ty, have demolished by Republican mobs—the 
editors being guilty of the unpardonable crime 
of ad vocating a peaceable settlement of our pre­
sent difficulties. This is but one chapter in the 
reign of terror that has becu inaugurated by the 
party now in power?
The office of the Stark County Democrat, nt 
Canton, was burglariously entered the other 
night by a mob, and the material completely de- 
stroyed. The offices of the Ohio Sun at Batavia’ 
and the Gazette and Citizen at St. Clairsville 
were since threatened with destruction by Re­
publican mobs ; but the assemblage of a lnrge 
body of Democrats a both places, fully armed 
forjdefence, prevented the consummation of the 
despicable design.
The World, at present the leading Republican 
paper in the City of New York, says :
The destruction of newspaper offices by mobs, 
of which several instances have occurred within 
the last few days, is most earnestly reprobated by 
every friend of good order and regular govern­
ment. These officious and unreasoning mobs 
are a disgrace to all who participate in them or 
abet them, and to the communities where they 
occur.
The Boston {Republican} Advertiser, in speak­
ing of the outrage upon an editor in Haverhill, 
justly says : drroi adi is
“A dozen secession sheets cannot do the mis­
chief which is done by one such act of reckless 
defiance of law as was there perpetrated.’’
A correspondent of the Republican, who 
is either a knave or a fool, (and perhaps both,) 
makes a very vulgar assault upon the Ranker 
and its editor, in regard to the article we wrote 
about the shameful treatment of the three months 
volunteers. ‘But instead of disproving the 
facts set forth in the Banner, this silly fellow 
squirts bis nasty abuse at us in the most disgus­
ting manner.
Now, we aver that the material statements in 
our article were literally true ; and if Mr. Ram- 
set, who was in Columbus at the same time, had 
taken the trouble of stopping for a few minutes 
at any corner where the volunteers were collec­
ted, he would have learned the facts j'ust as we 
stated them. *
Mr. Allen of the Cadiz Sentinel, in copying our 
article, savg ; “The following from the Mt. Ver­
non Banner we endorse, having been an eye wit­
ness ta the facts mentioned in the article."
This fool correspondent of the Republican says 
that wo ‘aspersed the character of the volunteers.’ 
In this the fellow kuowing lies. We defended the 
volunteers, as we always defend the weak against 
the strong, and if this writer possessed an ounce 
of brains to understand the meaningof language) 
he might have known this to be the case.
GBITUARY.
It bscomes our duty, ns a faithful chronicler 
of passing events, to announce the sudden but 
not unexpected death of the Republican Par. 
tv, after a brief existence of seven years :
“When it lived, it lived in clover,
Amt whon it died, it died all over,”
It had but few friends, mid will L»»e fewer 
mourners. Peace to its takes 1
The surviving relatives propose to 6tart a new 
party, to be called tho “People’s Union Party,” 
and take a few Democrats into partnership con- 
corn. so as to give it strouglh and rcspectabili 
ty. It is their intention to nominate Dave Tod 
for Governor, and give the Democrats some pret­
ty county officers, but reserving to themselves the 
Legislature. This nice arrangement, they hope, 
will enable them to re elect that old Abolition* 
iat, Ben Wade, to the U. S. Senate.
Before Democrats agree to go become parties 
io this proposed fusion movement, they should 
read the story of the Trojan horse. Timeo Dan 
aos et dona ferentes! “Fear the Gteeks though 
they come with presents.”
Candidate for Lieutenant-Governor.
The Union Democracy State Central Commit­
tee met in Columbus on Tuesday last, and nomi 
nated John G. Marshall, Esq., of Brown county, 
as the Union Democratic candidate for Lieuten­
ant-Governor, to fill the vacancy on the ticket oc, 
casioned by the declination of John S. Harrison.
Mr. Marshall (says the Statesman,} was form­
erly an old line Whig, but did not take an active 
part in politics until the rise and supremacy of 
Abolitionism in the Republican party. In the 
last canvass lie took an active part, and made 
many very able speeches on the Bide of the De­
mocracy. He is a good lawyer, a sound Union 
Democrat, an honest man, and will make an ex­
cellent presiding officer of the Senate.
Before adjournment, the Committee passed the 
following resolution :
Resolved, By the Demoaratic State Central 
Committee of the State of Ohio, That we have 
observed with astonishment the efforts of the Ex’ 
ecutive of the United States, through his agents 
within the free States, to abridge the constitu­
tional right of free speech and a free press, so 
essential in a free government to the mainten­
ance of liberty, by attempting tho suppression of 
Democratic newspapers, either directly or by il­
legally prohibiting their transmission through 
the mails; and that we have read with indigna­
tion of the assaults by mobs upon Democratic 
citizens and Democratic presses, under the false 
and impudent pretense that they are “secession­
ists and traitors,” or support the cause of seces­
sion and treason, and that the Democracy of 
Ohio, true to the Union' and to the principles of 
the Constitution, will protect and defend their 
right to free speech, a free press, free assembla­
ges of the people and a free ballot, by all the le­
gal and c institutional means in their power, 
against either the illegal and unconstitutional 
orders and acts of the Executive or violence by
mobs.
MORE ‘‘TREASON.”
The Cincinnati Gazette, the leading Republi­
can paper in the State, has a violent assault up 
on the Cabinet, from which we make the follow- 
iog extract:
Since our hand is in we will also remark that, 
after tho Manassas disaster every member of the 
Cabinet should have held his office only till his 
successor was appointed. His resignation should 
nt once been placed at the service of the Presi­
dent. The disaster was too great, the disgrace 
too eternal, and the responsibility too direct to 
be shuffled off with the imbecile consolation that 
defeat may be better than victory. This would 
have enabled the President to have formed a 
Cabinet that would have revived the hopes of the 
country, and then defeat might have been turn­
ed to good. This would not have placed the re- 
aponsioilitf On those members of the Cabinet 
who opposed the fatal policy, for their re-appoint- 
men? by the President would have indorsed and 
vindicated their previous course.
Thia kind of “treason” in the Republican pa
®iaS“Some correspondents of the Republican 
appear to bo very much distressed about the pro 
ceediugs of Democratic meetings in this county^ 
and apply to them all sorts of insulting epithets. 
Those proceedings are not written by the editor 
of the Banner, but are furnished by the Secreta­
ries. Some remarks made by Mr. Thornhill at 
a recent meeting seem to be the especial subject 
for one correspondent's wrathful remarks. We 
did not hear the speaker, but if he used the lan» 
quoted by “Red Brush.” we here take ac- 
casion to say that we do not indorse, but on the 
contrary utterly repudiate it. The remarks 
quoted, as coming from Mr. Thronhill were not 
applauded • and ws understand were universally 
condemned by all Democrats present.
‘No Party” Appointments!
Joshua R. Giddings, the well known Aboli­
tionist, who has spent the better part of his life 
in efforts to destroy this Union, is Lincoln’s Con 
sul General to Canada with a salary of $4,000 
penantranr.
W. C. Howells, editor of the Ashtabula Senti­
nel, Giddings’ home organ, has been appointed 
by Mr. Lincoln as Consul to Rio Janeiro; and 
Wm. D. Howells, his son, late assistant editor of 
the Ohio State Journal, has been appointed Cou- 
sul to Rome.
And yet the Republicans tell us there is “no 
party” in time ot war I”
Hear John Sherman.
Mr. Sherman said, in his place in the Senate 
—“ I do not believe the President of the United 
3tates has the power to suspend the writ of ha­
beas corpus, because that power is expressly giv­
en to Congress, and to Congress alone.”
So says a Republican Senator ; and yet Dem­
ocrats are called traitors for saying as much.
African Hospitality.
In his late work, Du Chadlu says: “A chief 
in the interior conntry, having a gr'at respect 
for me, of whom he had often heard, when I made 
him my first visit, immediately ordered a slave to 
be killed for my dinner, and it was only with 
great difficulty I was able to convince him that I
did not, in my own country, live on human flesh.”
----------------- -----------------------
Gen. Shields.
The President has called from retirement to 
tbs position of Brig. General, Gen. James Shields 
of California. He distinguished himself by his 
gallantry in Mexico, and was severely wounded 
while leading a charge at Cerro Gordo, having 
beeu shot through the lungs. This is a good ap 
pointment.
The Latest Thing.
One M. B. Lowry, a leading Republican, o! 
Erie, Pa., advocates the brilliant idea of “rewar 
ding negroes with one hundred and sixty acres of 
land on production of their master’s scalp!”— 
This Lowry would make a capital Captain for a 
band of savages or cannibals.
The Best Union Party.
Let all bear in mind that the Democratic par1 
ty is, and has ever been, a Union party. The 
Democrat who leaves it to join another, will find 
too late that he has been deceived and betrayed 
by a name.
The Bellefontaine Gazette, a most able paper, 
gives the above warning to the Democrats of 
Logan county. Its truth and wisdom are appli­
cable alike everywhere.
THE BODY OF COL. CAMERON.
Several efforts have been made to recover the 
body of C'-l. Cam'-ron, brother of Secretary Cam­
eron, wh > was killed ai ihe Buttle of Bull Il-in, 
but all without success. This failure has arisen 
from the fact that the United States Govern 
ment positively refuses to recognize the South­
ern Confederacy as “belligerents.” Amongst^ 
others who interested themselves to recover the 
body of Col. Cameron, were Messrs. A. Harris 
and H. S. .Magraw, (the late State Treasurer o* 
Pennsylvania.) who went without a military 
“pass,” relying upon their personal influence for 
success. But like others who preceded them, 
they were arrested and imprisoned. Mr. Harris 
thus relates their adventure :
Richmond, July 29, 1861.
Dear ——:—You will see all sorts of versions 
in the papers about the arrest of Magraw and my­
self, as spies apprehended on the battle-field, &c- 
and I wish you to have the true version, given 
and at the same time have the facts herein men­
tioned published. Magraw and myself were not 
taken as spies. We left Washington on Monday 
evening after the battle, and proceeded to Fairfax 
Court House, where on Tuesday morning, we 
waited the arrival of the advance of the Confed­
erate army ; sought out the Commanding Officer, 
told him our business, and rquested him to for­
ward a written application to permit us to cross 
the line. He forwarded it to headquarters, and 
we waited four hours for reply. It was a refusal 
of our request, and stated that we roust be sent 
on ns prisoners to Richmond. This action ofthe 
Commanding General has been in consequence 
of the position of ’he Government at Washington 
not to treat or recoguize the Confederate States 
as belligerents, by sending flags of truce, &c.— 
The authorities here regard the visit of Magraw 
and myself as an attempt to obtain an individual 
favor, whilst the Government will not openly and 
manfully ask for their other prisoners on any 
terms. I have no complaints to make, though I 
have been a prisoner several days. One thing is 
certain, that if I had known that the Government 
at Washington had determined to carry on this 
war according to the old savage principle of no 
exchange of prisoners, no flags of truce, &c., I 
never would have ventured out, even on a mission 
of humanity. I wish you had beeu with me on 
the trip to the battle field and over it two days af­
ter the fight, I wish all the North who have 
sent forth their best, men to invade the South, 
could have witnessed the scene. In my humble 
opinion no more fighting would be done.
For miles before we reached the fi -Id dead bo­
dies were ^rowed along the road, five in one spot; 
three in another; two stalwart Zouaves in full 
uniform, swollen to the size of Fallstaff and black­
er than Othello. Close by, a young and fin 
looking officer just breathing his last, and had 
been there two days without help. The Southern 
army first buried its own dead, but, in the mean 
time, sent all through the woods hunting f>r the 
wounded, and behaved with the utmost kindness 
to all. The reports of barbarities to the wounded 
are all false. The slaughter was immense. I 
parsed through one small field where 400 North 
ern men were buried that day, and the men were 
still at work by moonlight.
We were confined twonty-four hours in the 
same prison with thirly-three officers. Among 
them was Col. Corcoran. They have no chance 
of release until the Government at Washington 
recognize! the Confederacy as a bel'igerent in the 
fullest sense. That this must come is inevitable ; 
not only a belligerent, but a very pugnacious pne 
at that. Some of these officers told me. that they 
were tired of fighting fora Government who gave 
them three chances for death, viz : to be killed 
on the field, to be left to die if wounded, or to be 
hanged if taken prisoners ; and onlv one chance 
for life, and that to run and escape from the bat­
tle-field. For hanged they will be to a certainty 
unless the Savannah prisoners are exchanged.— 
Of this T hnre iiu iliiubl.
My regards to all friends. We are well treated; 
’tis so With all the prisoners here.
Yours truly, A. Harris.
I Henry Clay's Views.
The Tribune and the Republican press now 
frequently putting themselves cu the record of 
Abolition, which means Disunion, we fall back 
up'-t'n ihe following letter from Henry Clay to 
-Rev. Walter Cotton, showing ihe effects of such 
sentiments upon the Union, the Coustitutiou. the 
Government, and the laboring people of the free 
States:
“Ashland, Sept. 2, 1843.
“My Dear Sir : Allow me to select a sub­
ject for one of your tracts, which, treated in your 
popular and condensed way, I think would beat 
tended with great aud good effect. 1 mean ab­
olition.
“It is manifest that the ultras of that party are 
extremely mischievous, and are hurrying on the 
country to fearful consequences. They are not 
to be concilinted by the Whigs. Engrossed with 
a sinule idea, they care for nothing else. They 
would see the Administration of the Govern­
ment precipitate the nation into absolute ruin, 
before they would lend a helping hand to arrest 
its careei. They treat worst and denounce most 
those who treat them best, who so far agree with 
them as to ad nit slavery to be an evil. Wit­
ness their conduct toward Mr. Briggs and Mr. 
Adams in Massachusetts, and toward me.
“I will give you an outline of tho manner in 
which I would handle it. Show the origin of 
slavery. Trace its introduction to the British 
Government. Show how. it is disposed of by 
the Federal Constitution ; that it is left exclusive1 
ly to the States, except in regard to fugitives, 
direct tax and representation. Show that the 
agitation of the question in the free States, will 
first destroy all harmony, and fiually lead to dis­
union—perpetual war—the extermination of 
the African race — ultimate military despot­
ism.
But the great aim and object of your tract 
should be to arouse the laboring classes in the 
free States against abolition. Depict the con­
sequences to them of immediate abolition. The 
slaves, being free, would be dispersed through­
out the Union ; they would enter into competi­
tion with the free laborers—with the American, 
the Irish, the German—reduce his wages, be 
confounded with him, and affect his moral and 
social standing. And as the ultras go both for 
abolitionism and amalgamation, show that their 
object is to unite in marriage the laboring white 
man and the laboring black woman, to reduce 
the white laboring man to the despised aud degra 
ded condition of the black man.”
GIVING AID AND COMFORT TO 
ENEMY.
Important Facts.
Judge Grimke, in No. 4 of his “Reflections-on 
the preaent Crisis,” publised in the Chillicothe 
Advertiser, says:
“This is the first time in the history ofthe 
world, that a civil war has been waged against a 
people who were already iu possession of a regu­
larly organized Government. The immense ad­
vantage which this gives to the last is obvious. 
Instead of confused and distracted councils, u“i- 
on and concord prevail, and the government mar­
ches with vigor, constancy, and promptitude, to 
the execution of its schemes.
Again : Referring to the incitement to slave 
insurrections, so vigorously urged as a war poli­
cy by the Abolitionists, and saying that this is a 
most unpropitious time for the “execrable 
scheme,” as the south bristles with bayonets and 
all the resources of war are in the hands of free­
men, Judge Grimke says:
“There is no record anywhere to ba found in 
ancient or modern history, of a successful slave 
insurrection : This is the more remarkable when 
we consider that the slaves of both ancient and 
modern Europe, as well of Asia, have always 
been of the same race as their masters, and there­
fore infinitely more on a level with him than is 
the Ethiopian.”
Coming to the Point.
Mr. George Berenger, the editor of the Harris­
burg Telegraph, a Republican paper, and recent­
ly appointed postmaster in that city, says:
Kentucky.
It is feated in intelligent quarters, that within 
a very short time,Jthere will be open war in Ken­
tucky similar to that which prevails in Missouri. 
It is understood that the federal Administration 
is soon to send U. S. troops into the former 
State with the intention of operating on Tennes­
see. The propriety of this, is a question of vio­
lent dispute in Kentucky, and many of those who 
have been working actively with the Union men, 
oppose it. The people of Cincinnati, foreseeing 
that war in Kentucky, will bring danger nearerrers must be stopped. The Gazette is certainly -r—
a “rebel” sheet, arid its circulation should be tof that city, are earnestly preparing for its de- 
prybibited by mbit ay edict.' * fence. -Newark Advocate.
THE “LATE” GOV. DENNISON.
JKr. Faysie So Gov. Dennison.
THE
competition j and tfcpse who to$>k them were al- 1 . If, however, your repugnance to a second term 
lowed to divide them among themselves, instead is under the circumstances invincible—the next
Cleveland, August 20, 18G4.
Io his Excellency W. Dennison Governor• of
Ohio,
Dear Sir—As a member rf the committee 
who reported, and a Delegate in the Convention 
which unanimously approved the resolution in 
question. I may not decline the challenge it: 
your note of \esterday to reply to your extraor­
dinary communication ot the 14th inst.
In that document you express the opinion 
that this resolution embraces some “grave char-
We cordially indorse the following article from 
the Harrisburg Union : To this end it would be 
advisable for the Administrate nto hint to those 
party organs subject to its influence, and instruct 
others sustained by its patronage, to cease the 
bitter warfare which they have been carrying on 
against the Democratic party. Many of these 
newspapers habitually malign and misrepresent 
the people nourishing bitterness and inviting re­
taliation. They afferd aid and comfort to the 
common enemy by insisting that the Noath is 
overrun with secessionists and sympathizers with 
the rebels, who are only waiting a favorable op­
portunity to thwart the government, when such is 
not the tact. The North is united in support of 
the government, and the rebels should be made 
to undeastand this great truth. So long.howev' 
er, as these organa ofdiscord continue to misrep­
resent the North by proclaiming that a large 
proportion of its citizens are disloyal to the Gov­
ernment, just so long will the rebels be encour­
aged to persevere in their insurrectionary de­
signs. A number of these mischievous newspa­
pers are also engaged in misrepresenting the ob. 
jects of the war. They refuse to indorse the na­
tional platform of Congress, but insist that the 
Administration must convert this struggle, con­
ducted upon national principles for a national 
purpose, into a great John Brown raid. This 
suggestion, so abhorrent to all Union men, ex­
cites disgust and distrust among the people, and 
inflicts serious injury to the government. The 
Adminit’ration should show its disapproval of all 
such incendiary publications by withdrawing 
from them its confidence and patronage. They 
are doing more harm to the cause of the country 
than if they were open advocates of disunion.
How a Gudgeon was Caught!
One of the best jokes of the season is follow­
ing : The Clarion (Pa.) Democrat published a 
couple ot weeks ago the following extract from 
Lincoln's inaugural, without, however, naming 
the author :
"Suppose you go to war. YOU CANNOT 
FIGH L’ ALWAYS, and ichen, after much loss 
on both sides, and NO GAIN ON EITHER, 
you cease fighting, THE IDENTICAL OLD 
QUES riO NS as to terms of intercourse ARE 
AGAIN UPON YOU.”
The week following, the Banner (a Republi­
can paper printed in Clarion} came out in an 
editorial and denounced the paragraph as treas­
onable, and as in strict accordance with the 
teachings of the N. Y. Day Book I The poor, 
blind dupe was not posted.
Why is it?
A large number of Democratic offices (say9 
the Cadiz Sentinel.) have been mobbed, and 
some have been closed up recently by U. S. au­
thorities These papers have been strong Union 
papers, and been tauntingly called “ Union Sa­
vers” before the present war broke out. Now 
there are a certain class of papers, such as the 
Boston Liberator, Anti-Slavery Standard, and 
Anti Slavery Bugle, which have always been and 
are at the present time, open and avowed disu­
nion papers. Even some of them go so far as to 
say that our “ Constitution is a league with hell 
and a covenant with the devil.” Why is it that 
Democratic papers are stopped by mobs and civ< 
il authorities, and these open and avowed disu­
nion sheets continue to be published without one 
word being said against it ? There is something 
wrong about this, and not only wrong but very 
mean.
“ There cannot and there never will be peace 
again in what once formed the United States, as 
long as slavery exists in the South. This is ihe 
decree of God hsmself, who has declared an eter­
nal antagonism between right and wrong 1”
“ To talk of peace as long as slavery ex;sts on 
this Conlehenl, in conjunction with freedom, is 
both foolish and impracticable !!”
“ If we intpnd to be free , the sooner we go to 
work to overthrow and banish the institution of 
slavery, the longer our freedom will ’ast and the 
nobler it will become !!1”
Such sentiments are mischievous, and calcu­
lated to do the Union cause much injury. Mr.
Lincoln should remove him immediately.
This is the underground sentiment which will 
control the new party, whatever may appear on 
the surface.—Statesman.
What are we Fighting for ?
The N. Y. Independent, so emphatically rec­
ognized as an exponent of Republicanism that 
the administration selected it to publish its offi­
cial edicts, admits to its columns the following 
bold declaration in favor of emancipation or dis­
union as the alternatives of the war:
The truth ofthe matter is, that the only alter­
natives left us are either a complete separation 
of the free and slave States, or the destruction of 
slavery itself. It is the most idle matter in the 
world to talk of any other course. We must 
choose one of the two, and the sooner we begin 
to contemplate this fact, and consider all its hear­
ings and consequences, the better.
After the Irish.
Let H. J. Jewettt come ou with his Central 
Ohio Railroad Irish mud-diggers, all he can buy 
andhirCy and we will clean them out next Octo- 
ber.—Dayton Journal.
The Dayton JottntaZ is a thorough Republican
paper. The editor is a stay at home patriot o ie t „ c
. , , . i • • nfaiMPrt The only persons present were Mrs. Jno. 8of that class of men who is in the haoit ot assert b r z, . t, • j . t- ♦, _ ., o ” Tt Phelps, Capt, H. Boon, Capt. Poindexter, Lieut,iug that Democrats aue “Secessionists. 11 ! L, / , ' ' ’ i ,■
seems to us that after the alacrity with which the Fmdar and Dr. Peters. Ihere were only lour 
Irish volunteered and the bravery with which ; others present, save two of Mrs. Phelp s male 
they fought in all the battles they were engaged, servants. It is supposed that bis remains will 
such comments are in very bad taste.-—» be taken up and removed to St. Louis.
Democratic Union Nominations.
The Union Democracy of Ohio are making ex< 
cellent county nomination? this year—composed 
of men who are now, and always have been, the 
steadfast, unyielding friends of the Union and 
the Constitution. If the Republicans are tired 
of their sectional party, and wish to support un 
flinching Union men, let them vote for the Dem­
ocratic nominees, and thus show to the world 
that they think more of their conntry than their 
party.
The Burial of Gen. N. Lyon.
The burial of this distinguished military officer 
took place at Ci o’clock P. M., Tuesday, the 13th 
inst. He was buried on the farm of the Hon. 
John S. Phelps, and near his residence. Not one 
of his officers or soldiers were present, and no 
friend save Mrs. Phelps. He was buried by a 
few of the officers of the Missouri State Guard, 
belonging to Gen. John B. Clark’s division.—
ges” against the “State 'authorities,” including 
yourself as the “Executive ;’’ and you ask for a 
bili of “particulars,” and demand the “evidence' 
upon which the assault is based. You courteous 
ly invite me to look over the files ol the War De­
partment, and proffer to me the distinguished 
privilege of “interrogating the officers of your 
staff"! and you more than iutimate that a decli­
nation of the service is to be construed into 
proof positive ofthe “simulated patriotism,” “po­
litical ambition.” “party avarice,” and sundry 
other uuamiablo things of the Democratic par­
ty-
My reply may not equal your expectations, 
but it shall leave you no cause to complain of the 
want of candor of frankness ; and if unpleasant 
truths are related, I beg you to remember that 
the writer though a political opponent, is more 
a friend than an enemy.
And first let me correct one or two errors into 
which you have fallen iu regard fo the purport 
and scope of the resolution. You seem to con­
sider its accusations Rimed principally, if not ex­
clusively at the “Governor of Ohio” and the oth­
er “State authorities.” But the language express­
ly condemns the corruption, extravagance, in- 
competency and favoritism shown in ihe War 
Department of the State aud Federal Govern­
ments.” A fair proportion of tt is censure was 
intended for, and should be assigged to, the War 
Department at Washington ; and that it was just 
and merited requires no further proof than the 
the declaration of Mr. Van Wyck, the Repub­
lican chairman of the select committee raised nt 
the recent special session of Congress, to inves­
tigate the transactions of that Department: ‘‘That 
within two short months there has been a system 
cf plunder, which for audacity and wickedness, 
has never been surpassed.” That corruption 
and favoritism when exposed, should be severely 
condemned everybody will assent to ; but wh^th 
er it is good policy to expose and correct them 
during the pendency'of the war, is a question on 
which men may, and it wonld seem do. differ 
I infer your opinion to be that such exposure 
and condemnation of abuses, tends to “deprecate 
the public credit, and compel the National Gov­
ernment to a disgraceful compromise with arm­
ed treason while others, with equal sincerity 
believe that this war will never be brought to a 
successful termination, until men of admitted 
competency and unquestioned integrity are en­
trusted with its adminisiration , and in my opin­
ion the President, by no one act of his would so 
effectually strengthen the public credit and mar 
shal and nerve the national forces for the prompt 
suppression of this rebellion, as bv the simple 
displacement of Mr. Cameron and the appoint­
ment of Judge Holt in his place.
Another error into which you have fallen in 
extending the censure of thia resolution to par- 
ties for whom most palpably, it was never inten 
ded. If these charges are “well founded” you 
say alhe State Authorities'' ought immediately 
to resign their official trusts.” Auditor, Treas­
urer, Secretary C-imtroller and Attorney Gener­
al, as well as ihe Executive, are usually classed 
as State authorities. I am not aware that any 
charges have been preferred against the incum­
bents of those officers. And should the validity 
of these charges against your administration be 
established 1 see no reason why they should re­
sign unless it be from a pro-commiseration for 
the “Executive.” Neither was it intended by 
those who voted for the resolution to impeach 
the capacity or integrity of the distinguished 
gentlemen who have more recently been called 
to the principal positions on your staff. I will 
go one step farther and say for myself, that in 
approving" the resolution I had no intention of 
imputing “corruption” to yourself personally.
What was intended by the Convention and 
what a fair construction of its language imports, 
is, that in the administration of the war depan- 
ment which from necessity employs numerous 
subordinates and agents, subordinates and 
agents; through the incompeteney or contri­
vance of those acting iu behalf ofthe State, i n- 
provident contracts have been made, extrava­
gant prices paid for inferior articles of clothing 
aud supplies, frauds have heen perpetrated and 
personal and partizan favorites have profited at 
the expense of the public Treasury. Or it may 
be paraphrased in these words. “The Governor, 
who is reallv a very clever gentleman, and who 
with his staff was abundantly competent to dis­
charge the duties of Cpmmander-in-Chief of the 
Ohio militia, while restricted to the peace of es­
tablishment, was in fact not qualified by a mili­
tia education or a previous experience, for the 
multiplied difficult and arduous responsibilities 
of a war emergency, and committing the fatal 
mistake of not promptly summoning to bis guid­
ance a board of experienced counsellors, he long 
continued his feeble and inefficient Administra­
tion, until through the want of judgment and in­
competeney of himself and some portion of his 
subordinates, extravagance, fraud and favorit­
ism were practised, whereby the service was se­
riously prejudiced and the publie Treasury de­
pleted.
As thus defined, the accusation is sufficiently 
grave, I admit, and the Democratic Convention 
should not have given currency to it, except from 
an honest conviction of its truth. Whether ihey 
had probable cause for the condemnation they 
administered, the publtc must decide. Judging 
from the tone of your letter, a stranger would in­
fer that you had not heard the wisdom and in­
tegrity of your war management called in ques­
tion until you read the proceedings of the Dem­
ocratic Convention ! Whereas, in truth, these 
charges of imbecility and malfeasance were orig­
inally preferred, and have been most stoutly main 
tained, by the men and the press of political 
friends. Indeed your present move savors of an 
adroit purpose to raise a smoke under the cry of 
“party malignity,” and “syropaihy for rebels.” 
in order that you may withdraw from danger 
the frail bark in which is freighted whatever of 
official reputation has survived the broadsides of 
Republican batteries.
The Democratic papers have treated yon with 
singular forbearance and tenderness. But the 
Repnblican’press of the State, as far back as the 
mouths of May, and June, abounded in charges 
of mismanagement, favoritism and fraud against 
your administration. They specified the acts — 
named the parties, gave the figures, and denoun 
ced thedelinquencies in terms of severity, in com 
parison with which our resolution is moderation 
itself! Lest it may have escaped your notice, 
suffer me to give you one or two examples. The 
Ashtabula Sentinel, of June 20th, says :
“We have denounced the management of the 
War Department of Ohio, because it was bad— 
intolerably bad.—The Governor, as the head of 
Department, is responsible, and as be has not 
shown that others were at fault, it is proper to 
hold him to account. Our neighbors of the 
Warren Chronicle complain that we do not speci­
fy that:— men were ordered into Columbus be 
fore there was adequate, or even any prepara­
tion made for them. They were then sustained 
at an enormous cost, amounting to an aggregate 
of at least one hundred thousand dollars more 
than it could have heen dene with proper econ­
omy. With all this outlay, the men were sub­
jected to unnecessary hardships and absolute 
suffering. They were not well fed, and thev 
were badly lodged. This state of things was con 
tiuued for a long time after the wrong and the 
cause of it were understood. The outrageous 
price for sustenance allowed at Camp Jackson 
was not corrected, and no proper effort made to 
correct it. A second contract was made at Cin­
cinnati. aud a third one at Cleveland, at still 
higher figures, add that when there wss time 
enough to have adopted a cheaper plan. Neith 
er of these contracts was revoked when thev were 
abused. The clothing contracts were let without
of being required to compete for them. Sixteen : 
dollars a suit ..ere paid in this njennejf, where • 
not more thar. ten dollars /biuiU have been paid.. | 
So il has been with almost everything else. Alii 
was. diafttc|eriz.a£ by ike mesi fligrant wade aud , 
extravagance.
‘ '1’his v/itS the fault of thff Depart ment, and 
the Ci mini .sai vjiaini Q 'nar'terir nsti-i' tniaht have! 
been lit hi accountnpie bn- it. Bui the tact is, 
ihe Governor usurped'their dniies and nu'lecun 
tracts himself, that diet shouh) have made, lie | 
made himself the fatoctuin of ihe whole Depart­
ment-issued orders, made contracts, received 
deputat Otis, i nd sent deputations to talk with 
other Governors’ meetings wrote letters and proc< 
tarnations, revised the telegraph dispatches for 
the newspapers, talked to the crowds, and heard 
the complaints of the conflicting aspirants—iu 
short, all the officers of a Moorish Cadi.
‘‘There was nurry and t usile. and confusion, 
of course. If any one feels able to justify still 
further, We might mention the appointment of 
relations, family connections, and friends to of­
fice, but we let that pass now.”
This single witnees, if creditable, substantiates 
every charge embraced in our resolution. If I 
had leisure and access to their files I could fill 
a volume with similar extracts from Republican 
papers. The Cinc nnati Commercial, (he leading 
’he most influential Republican journal in the 
State, was constrained to testify (June 7th):
“ While disposed to deal charitably with the Gov­
ernor, we cannot frame any decent excuse for 
the reckless extravagance which every day de­
velops.” Exposing ihe “tin cup” and “camp 
kettle” transactions, i' declares that it will justify 
the “ hardest public censure” (June 8th.) It af­
firms “that inordinate amount of personal favor­
itism and political jobbing were mixed in the 
conduct of affairs ; that Ohio had been disgraced 
in the ^competency of the executive rffeer, and 
that all kinds of corruption and neglect had been 
suffered to infest for a time the commisseriat.— 
Again (June 13th), “ the people demand instant 
reform. They are sick of Gov. Dennison's im­
becility. We have heretofore apolog zed for 
the Executive, reminding the people of the enor­
mous labors devolving upon him etc., but the re­
sult of Gov. I). *8 efforts leaves us no other motive 
but confess that our charity icas misdirected and 
it was a sad failure." And again (June 20tl), 
in taking the Gazette to task for “glossing over 
failure and defending official malfeasance," it 
says : “ The Gazette knows well as we do tha
the history of the administration and military af­
fairs in thi- State has been eminently disgraceful; 
that the promises of the Governor were out of all 
proportion to his performances ; that corrupt and 
swindling contracts were given out repeat* dly 
through the blindness and connivance cf officials 
who ought to know better, that oltr volunteers 
were trifled with and made the victims of circum­
locution, delays and frauds which good business 
management would haue avoided ; that money 
has been needlessly t-quandered and precious 
time foolis ly wasted ; and that so great andglai- 
ing has been the misconduct of affairs that the 
press of the city unanimously, until the Gazettes 
tardy apology, condemned the head of the State 
Administration for inexcusable neglect of duty. 
It is therefore too late in the day, even if tlrnre 
has been great recent improvement for the Ga­
zette to seek to whitewash the dark chapters of 
ol our military arrangements or to cover the na­
kedness of our official malfeasance by expatiating 
upon the enthusiasm and efficiency aud accom­
plishments of our brave soldiery.”
But I forbear to cite further authorities from
the newspaper press. You will see that it your Ad­
ministration has been maligned, it is the work of 
your own political friends. They aided in elect 
ing vou to office, they zealously supported you un­
til after the commencement of the war, and with 
reluctance they testify to your incompefeney and 
denounce the corruption, extravagen.ee ai d fa­
voritism which have been showu in the war. It 
is certain that the people of the Slate, including 
the Democratic party, have credited those wit­
nesses. For more than two months they have re­
mained untradicted and unchallenged. For rea­
sons best known to himself, the Governor has 
called no one of these accusers to an account.— 
If Democrats have err« d at all, it has been in 
believing that Republicans tell the truth about 
each other. You are the only person in the 
Slate unadvised of the “ pariieulat s” of these 
charges. They commenced with that celebrated 
contract said to have been signed hy the Govern­
or in person by which two of bis political and 
personal friends who were to be paid 50 cents per 
day for subsisting all the troops in Columbus or 
who shall be brought there during the war. They 
embraced those famous contracts for cloth’ng by 
which exorbitant prices were paid for inferior ar­
ticles, as it is best shown by the rate allowed the 
contractor and the sum finally charged the vol-
alternative for you is to demand of that Conven- 
ti-.zti expression of opinion in regard to your 
war adminL-iiaiion. Let ii be direct and une­
quivocal, either an approval or condemt.aiion.— 
four experience may r-ug^est abetter form, if 
not, get some friend to ff-r ihe following :
lvesolved, 1 hat corruption, tx’ravagance, iu 
competency and favoritism have been shown in 
the administration of the War D uartment of 
Ohio.” '
When yourow- Mends shall adopt this the is­
sue will be fail ly joined with the D>. mo ratic Con­
vention, aud you may then wiih some show of 
propriety call on us for “ particulars’’ and the ev­
idence.” But if you shall fail to demHpd this 
indorsement from your own political friends, it 
your political friends shall fail to jet-pond to vnur 
demand, I conf ss your case Hppears to be hope­
less. If that Convention, in place of’he Critten­
den Resolution, adopt some “ glittering general­
ity ’ about “ sustaining the Government in pro­
moting the war”—which ob iges them to carry 
along the weight of Simon Cameron—and they 
refuse a like office of Christian charity to you—it 
would bean act of unparalellod ingratitude and 
cruelty. You have long serve 1 your party with 
singular fidelity and devotion—your political 
friends are best acquainted with the character 
and value of your labors—they ought to be leni­
ent and generous and just ; but should they In 
your present extremity refuse you a simple in­
dorsement of your competency it would go far to 
justify your political opponents in the conclusion 
that in the judgment of vour best friends your 
war administration is indefensible.
I do not see what more I can do for you. The 
proposed examination, without power to go be­
hind the files of the office—to send for persons 
and papers—and to examine witness under oath, 
is a farce in which I most respectfullv decline to 
engage—nor do I share your annreh°nsion that 
in consequence thereof the National G >vern- 
ment will be compelled to a disgrr.ceful compro­






Is a Fr-t Class Ros<1 in alt respects,
With 285 Miles Double Track
—Three Daily Trains,—
( IFt'/A Connections from all Points Tfe-t.)
From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELPF X
All Connecting Direct To A’ew York, 
Morning Mall, Afternoon Fast 
JLIne, High! Express.
One train Daily from 
Pittsburg To New York,
430 Miles,
Without Change of fairs.
Via Allenstown and Easton,
With Direct Connections from Western Cities, 
Arriving Hours 
In Advance Of Other Routes,
IX TIME FOR BOSTON 
By Kail or Boat I.ines.
Express Train Runs Oally—Olliers 
Sundays Excepted.
NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York 
Tickets good on nny line or Train. New Y’ork 
or Boston Tickets via Pittsburg good 
VfA PHILADELPHIA OR ALLENTOWN.
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any of 
the Boat Lines.
Two Daily Connectious from Harrisburg to Balti­
more and Washington.
Baggage Checked Through--A.1 Trans­
fers Fiee
unteers on the award of the regimental board 
of referee. They have regard also to the unnec 
essary expenses incurred in transporting troops 
by the way of Columbus, when a shorter and 
cheaper route was open. It. one instance, I am 
told the Cleveland & Pittsburg Rail road Co pro- 
posed to carry them free of charge, and you per­
sonally insisted on the long route at a cost to the 
State of $27,000.
I could go on and fill a column with items sus 
tained by these witnesses and the concurrent 
testimony of the returned soldiers, and gentlemen 
who had occasion to transact business with your 
War Department, such as the “ Tent Pole.” “ Tin 
Cup.” “Gunpowder contracts,” etc.. e>c. It is 
possible these matters may admit of explanation 
notwithstanding the distrust created by your long 
silence in regard to them. But one thing is cer1 
tain — these exposures had utterly demolished 
vour official reputation for competency long be­
fore the Democratic Convention assembled.— 
With your own party yon were already politicallv 
dead—so dead that not a man or a newspaper of 
that party has proposed your renomrnation for 
Governor. Indeed, so far as I have observed, no 
one—except yourself—has taken exceptions to 
this very resolution which we are considering.— 
Many Republicans distinctly approved it. The 
Cincinnati Commercial of the a* inst., while 
criticising the other resolutions. Skvs :
The fourth resolutions is one that, should be 
adopted by every Convention of every party that 
assembles in the Slate."
Thus you see that others must be dealt with 
beside the Democratic Con vention. If you would 
retrieve your public reputation, you must com­
mence yonr labors in the household of your po­
litical associates and friends. Convince these 
assailants of their error—let them withdraw their 
charges and confess that they have wickedly end 
falsely accused you—and have no fear about the 
Democracy doing you ample justice.
As to art investigation, 1 agree, you have a 
right to demand it, you ought not to rest under 
this general condemnation without an opportune 
tv of defending your conduct before the people 
ofthe State. But an investigation will be of no 
avail unless it shall be thorough and complete. 
Were I to accept your invitation to make it my­
self no doubt you would graciously introduce me 
to the files of your office, and unquestionably, the 
“gentlemen of your staff” would courteously aw 
swer my interrogations (and, I think, with more 
directness than their chief replied to the ques­
tions of the committee last spring) yet, my dear 
sir, I am no more of a military character than 
you were when this war broke out and mcorope* 
tency would be rendered as conspicuous as yours. 
Moreover, any report that I should make would 
gain little credence with our Republican friends. 
They would suspect me of attempting to white­
wash your administration!
Will you pardon my presumption in suggesting 
a better method of accomnlisbing your wishes ? 
Most people will ask, “ Why does not Governor 
Dennison, if he believe? be has been unjustlv as 
sailed, demand a re-nomination at the hands of 
his party ?" This accord with precedent—your 
predecessor was indorsed by a renomination, and 
if vou should boldly demand the same measures 
of justice from ’be Convention which is to assem­
ble in Columbus on the 5th of September, it could 
not be refused, except upon the ground that they 
repudiate and condemn your war administration. 
If the party will make you its nominee. I will en­
gage that the Democracy will suffer you to de- 
lend the merits of vour official conduct before the 
people, without rpply from yonr opponent, and 
will gladly accept their verdict, as a fidelity.
Fare Always As Low As Any Other Roiite.
Buy Tickets Via Pittsburg. 
Tickets for sale at all Main Offices.
FB EIGHTS.
By this Route Freights <>f all descriptions esn he. 
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York, 
Boston, or Baltimore, to nnd from any point on the 
Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
The Pennsylvania RailRoadalso connect!- at Pitts 
burgh with Steamers,hy which Goorlt-can be forwar­
ded to any port on the Ohio, Muskingum. Kentucky 
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wis- 
cansin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Red Rivers; 
and it Cleveland, Sandusky nnd Chicago with Steam­
ers to all Ports on the North--We stern Lakes, ■,
Merchants and Shippers entrusting the transpor­
tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely 
with confidence on its speedy transit.
The Kates of Freight to any point in the West by 
the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times as fa­
vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
Be particular to mark packages“viu Penna. K. R.
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street. Baltimore.
LEECH A CO., No. 2 Astor Iloase.or No. tS. Wm. 
St. N. Y.
LEECH A CO.. No. 54 Kilby Street, Boston.
II. H. HOUSTON. Gen’f Freight Ag’t Phil.
L. L. HOUPT, Gon’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia. 
Enoch Lewis. Gcn'l Supt., Altoona, Pa. aug. 27. 
~ LOST,
/AN Sunday Evening, the 4th inst.,'between T
' Durbin’s residence and Centre Run, a package 
containing a lady’s dress and a bunch of trunk keys 
Any person finding the same nnd leaving them a 
T. Durbin’s residence, on Gambier street, shall be] 
liberally rewarded. Aug. 20.
B
Master’s Sale.
Y virtue of a 4th order of sale, issued out of
__ court of Common PleaR of Knox County, Ohio,
and to me directed, I wlil offer for sale, nt the South 
door ofthe Court house, in the city of M«uut Ver­
non. Ohio, on Saturday the 21*’ day of September, 
1861, between the hours of 10 O’clock A. M., an 14 
O’clock p. m., of said day, the following described 
real estate to wit: Lot number Four hundred and 
seventy two (472) and the house thereon, in fhomas 
Addition to Mount Vernon, Knox County, Ohio, to 
satisfy a Judgement and order of sate, in tho Case 
of George Hadley Vf. Edward Taylor A others.
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
Aug 2fl-5:w. $3 ______ Master Cora. K. C. P.
Dissolution.
1AHE undersigned having sold their stock Goods to S. L. TAYLOR, late of the firm Taylor, Gantt A Co., the Co-partnership of G. A W 
D. Browning is this day dissolved by mutual cpn 
sent. Those indebted to us will oblige by calling ol 
W. D. Browning, at the 6tore of S. L. Taylor, oppo 
site A. Wolff’s Clothing Store, and arranging fo 
payment as early as possible.
G. PR OWNING,
Aug 6 w3 W. D. BROWNING.
Marble Hall Meat Sliop.
The L’niou and the Constitution ratever
AL. BEACH
Respectfully announces to the %iti«ens i Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve thei with fresh meats, every Tuesday, Thursday and 6a: 
urday, athis Marble Hall MeatShop, on Main stree 
three doors below Gambier. He will keep on ban 
the best kind of Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork,- Sausagi 
all in their>oason. Be sure and give me a call, 
Marble Hall, whore I shall treat you all, both gret 
and small, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon. That 
so, captain. auS
Young Man, Read This.
WISE Councils for the Young can be had in tt “Invalid's Medical Confidant,” published t the undersigned for the benefit of persons who suff 
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, etc., euf 
plying the means of cure. Imprudent Maturity at 
Youthful Indiscre’ions are summarily 4’*pelled.- 
Thousands have hailed this little work with dehgt 
and date their restoration to usefulness tc socle 
from the first perusal of its interesting pages, be 
your address for one copy, with » three cent sta 
for return postage to Dn. ’J1””' R; 0<””^ Y„
may 21-3m Nos. 64 nnd 66 John st. New *«
Country Merchants
CAN fit up their stocK of Boots and Shoes, or a
TOB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and chea; 
aJ executed at this ofiico.
anil BLOODY BATTLE OF THE SEVENTH OHIO.
-VERNON. ....SE.PTE. BER 3, 1861
OOO Surrounded by 3iCO and Ten Pieces 
Artillery
^S-> Rofeh-tbeadvertiseineut respecting”
mt’s Anti'Rheumatic Bund.’.; in another c,
Newark St. it. Time TakJp,
TltATNS LiLAVE NT. VERVuN AS FOLLOWS:
BRAVERY OF 06 It TROOPS.
Mxil Train leaves.. 
Ex-piuDs leaves.
atH-NQ sourn.





..11 28 A M. 
...4 13 P M.
. - Central Ohio Railroad.
Newark time vabi.k.
► Going Fast—4 50 A. M., 12 50 P. M., 3 22 P. M. 
f Going !Ve»f—10.T A. M.. 10 17 p. M., 7-20 P. M.
Cleveland and Toledo Railroad.
MOXItOKVILI.E TIME TABLE.
Going'West. Going East.
s 6.28 A. M................................................. 7.31 A. M.
* 1.35 P. M................................................ 12.34 P. M
’ 8.S4 P. M. .................................... 6.43 P M.
, Passengers going north on the S., M. A N. R.
.A. can take the cars of the C. A- T. R. R. for any 
. mint they desire to reach, either east or west of 
... Slonroeville
C..C.& C. It. R—Shelby Time Table
GOING SQ.TH.
•Cincinnati Express,.........;...............10.10 A. M.
Night Express,............... .......... . .......... 10.21 P. M.
going noutii.
. Night Express,....... .’.............................  7.20 A. M.
Cincinnati Express,......... ................... 6.06 P. M.
Good News.
We learn that the three months volunteers will 
soon be paid off at Columbus. This will be good 
. news to the volunteers and every body else.
Col. Lorin Andrews.
We are sorry to hear of the severe illness 
Col-Lorin Andrews, which has compelled h.m 
. to temporally leave the army, to seek repose in 
:his (juiet home at Gambier. His disease is what 
’is called “camp fever,’’ accompanied rheutna- 
'tiani. It la to be hoped that his illoess will he 
•of short duration. He is a true and patriotic 
man, whose services cannot well be dispended 
. with in the present fearful crisis.
Mt. Vernon Union School.
The Public Schools of this city will commence 
their next term, on Wednesday Sept. 11th. Let 
all the pupils, as far as possible, be present at 
the opening of the terra. By order of the Bo rd-
W. Mitchell, Supt.
-------------------- (-------- Hi — '»!----—---------------
Lice on Fowls.
This is the season when fowls are infected with 
veirnih. Setting hens are quite liable to become 
so infected with lice, that their nests and eggs 
frequently are covered with them. A few ounces 
of pulverized sulphur scattered in the nests and 
among 'he fenfeers of the hens will prove a rem 
edy. Chickens that become lousy should be rub- 
.bed upon the top < f their heads and under th ir 
wings with lamp oil ; but not a great deal should 
'be applied, as it sometimes, when applied to (rep­
ly, does more harm than good- Lime and ashes 
should be sprinkled freely in the henroost an,j 
upon the perches.
All Wrong.
\ It is said a lot of abolitionists in Knox county 
raised a pole and placed a sixteen star fl tg on it; 
one of the <dd ones used in 18o6, and that some 
Democrats demolished the pole and appropriat­
ed the tl ,g. This mobbing is all wrong. The 
few should have been brought to bear against 
those abolition traitors.—Holmes Farmer.
isarThe above is a fair illustration of the old
Ww, “ifyou wish to hear the news go from home.’ 
Now, we don’t deny that such an occurrence as 
that described took place in this county, but Hit 
did we have heard nothing of it. We base no 
doubt but there are several of thiiise sixteen star 
fl tgs still in old Knox, but as their owners have 
repented of their folly, repud ated the Republi­
can party, and now go for the Union, it is no* 
likely tha: they will show their old colors.
THEY CUT JUEiK WAY THROUGH.
Valorous, Conduct of Ovr Officers.
Cur I.osa 200—Enemy’s Immense.
Gallipolis, O., Aug. 28. 
The battle at Cross Lanes, near Summerville
on the 26,h inst.. proved to be a bloody affair.— 
The following are ail the particulars we have
learned : Jo,»aH «»W BiSlwO
The 7th Ohio Regiment, Col. Tyler, was sur-
rminded while at breakfast mid attacked on both 
flanks and in frOnt simultaneously. Our men 
immediately formed for battle and fought brave­
ly, while they saw but little chance of success, 
the enemy being too powerful. Col. Tyler sent 
forward to the baggage train, which was coming 
up three miles distant, and had it turned back 
towards Gaulev, which point it reached in safety.
Companies B. C. and I. suffered the most sev­
erely. They particularly were in the hottest of 
the fight and stood up to it bravely and finally 
fought iheir way through (earful odds, making 
dreadful slaughter in the enemy’s ranks.
The Rebel force consisted of 3 000 infantry. 
400 cavalry and 10 guns. The Federal forces' 
scattered after they had cut their way through, 
but soon formed again and fired, but received no 
reply, or pursuit from the enemy.
Our loss cannot be definitely ascertained, 
though not over 200 are missing out of the 900 
engaged. The rebel loss is fearful.
Lieutenant Colonel Creighton captured theen. 
emv’s colors and two prisoners.
The following is a' list of officers known to be 
killed:—Capt. Over, Company D, Painesville; 
Capt. Sliuitliff. Company C, Oberlin ; Cap'. 
Sterling, (not Jamts.) Company I. Adj L. L)e 
Forrest, Cleveland ; Lieut. Charles Warrent and 
Sergeant Maj. King. Warren, O. Ihe other 
field officers are all safe.
Dr. Lel< ■
and isit u, m u in olumn.—
I Accordifiz to the report of those who have trhd it—
| and who- have been cured o» the most, violent attacks , 







>f winy months^during 
■ n i wl 11 g bi s jiip fes« i on.
eoual tothis incasesofllheumati^m—nad haviaa uu'j In th^ j,pa^iQns rooms prepared especially for him, 
rmsoh to doubt the statements we have heard.m fa- itn,nediafely over the Banking Imusc ot^de.s?rs«J<u?- 
seil. S<urges A .Coi. West Side' of M«,n street, Mt. 
Vernon whereffe ispreplFeB and furnishciTwifh tho 
means of executing h.s art in a manner not to be 
snrpassed hv airy artist fa the land.
Life-SfXcfl I'taotograpfcs,
Tainted in oil colors, by tlm best Artist of the North 
We3t Ambrotypes of aii sizes, from, mi nature to the 
very largest size, taken In tho shortest notice, at the 
mosg reasonable-prices. His large stock of Fra.peS, 
ca«{o> mfd Lockets cannot be su^assed in 
His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of 
the day, and in all kinds of weather,'having been 
prepared under his inimediatesupervision. ,4§fc”’ls 
confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per­
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur­
nish all country Artists with all kir-dsofStoBk « East­
ern-prices. 'i he entire community ere eordmlly’in- 
vited to call nt the Union Gallery rtf Art.
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rua- 
selfsTurge, & Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. ..
June 25tho1861, if. ____ -"•' ' •____
rtum..———— —--------- ------- ,»—„ —— -
vor oftho •‘ -B-wnl," we cordially recmn.usad jys use 
to those'who afliioted with this disease. Be sure 
! and read the advertisement mpst carefully.-, sepdr
ipfr* Cure your own horses, and save the,Carrier s 
fea! Ihofoliowing letter received fr-mDr. Deal, 
who is a Veterinary Surgeon of groat skill : ...
Bojvbusville, IIarhisoj? co., -O., .Vay, 1850. 
Messrs. J. N. Harris A Co.^Cincinnati:
I have g.veu Porry Davis’ Pain Killer in many 
cases of colic, cramp and dysentery in horses, and 
never knew it to fail to cure in a single instanco. I 
look upon it as a certain remedy.
JOnN R. DEAL.
For Colds. Sprains, Scratshes, <fcc., there is no 
better Liniment.—Try it.
Sold by all medicine dealers. sep3
fep- Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
In 1808. Dr. Nathan Richardson, a physician re­
siding In South Reading Mas?., discovered and 
proved in his extensive practice* i’n that place and 
neighboring towns, the beneficial effects of the med­
icine now gi vea to the world as the Sherry Wine Bit­
ters, The success of Dr. Richardson’s practice be­
coming heralded throughout ,the, New England 
States, his business so increased that he was com­
pelled to relinquish the visiting system, and estab­
lish offices in different’parts of (ho State, where, on 
stated days, he met his patients. ' Sunday was the 
only day that he could he found 8t homel and many 
oftho present inhabitants of South Reading will well 
remember the throng of carriages that always sur­
rounded’bis house on the Sabbath.
The present proprietor, Dr. S. 0. Richardson, f son 
of the late Dr. Nathan Richardson), a graduate of the 
New Hampshire Medical College, where he reccivod 
his degrees with usual honor, and also a member of 
the Medical-Socioty of Boston, for thepnroose of^o- 
lioving his aged and honored parent front his ardu­
ous duties, was induced to relinquish his valuable 
practice in the city of Boston to superintend the man­
ufacture of 'this medicitre, as i£ requires great skill
THE subscriber respectfully Informs the commu­nity in and around Mr. Vcrnou, that BheW settled in said place as u regu ar practising Phys- 
clan, having graduated in Pl.iladelph.a and 
solicits patronage, especially from the f maleporhon 
ofisoci Jy. Hen room, are in Ihh’s B.ntldug c.orncr 
of Main and Gambier streets, entrance he.tween lay- 
lor <k Gantt’s aud ilunks stores. - .
c*"’ p.
J .ly 23-.tf
and accuracy in its preparing.
The genuine sold by James Blanchard.’ sep3
Sharp Practice.
We understand that some of the Republican 
fuglemen of the State are busy writing letters to 
their strong Republican counties to “look well to 
their Senators and Representatives, as a U. S. 
Senator ia to lie elected.” “Let no Democrats 
get into ihe Legislature under the Union dodge. 
“Wade is a good Uniou man, and laboring for 
the war, and he must not be slaughtered- on ac­
count of his anti-slavery record or opinions.”
This is a part of the programme, but nothing 
will be said about it in the Convention or papers. 





Mr. Adams. Minister io England, writes that 
in ihe British mind ihe indepei dwhce of the reb­
els as fulfy admitted as a military and political 
necessity ; i,hat their acknowlfedgement by En- 
alaud is nut a question of time and prudent cour- 
lesy ; that while Britain is impatient to get cot­
ton from the South in exchange for manufac- 
lured goods, she is anxious not to lose Northern 
matkets, and is unwilling to part with her hope 
of breaking down the Morrill tariff by the same 
rneahs with which she chained the North with 
the, Walker tariff, and that two or three more 
sueees-ies like that of Bull Rnu would entitle the 
slaveoctacv to immediate recognition.
Salt Rhecm.—-This is a disease tho,co,}ntry 
is full of. Theie are but few whole families entirely 
free Irorn it. The fact is, it takes so matiy forms, 
sometimes in cracked hands, chapped lips.rpughness 
on tho skin, with an oozing out ofa watery fluid, with 
great heat, itching,^burning, <tc., <tc. For this Dr.S. 
A. Weaver’s Cerate is a never failing cure; one or 
two bottles will cure the worst cases. In acts .on a 
different principle from any article ever made. As 
a proof of its curative properties, we will copy from 
a letter received from a clergyman of thehighost res- 
pectabibility. - He says : “ I was attacked with Salt
Rheum iu my left leg, which had become very bad, 
and was rapidly spreading. Ithad become a raw sere 
and the itching and burning had become intolerable. 
I procured a bottle of your Cerate, and bv its use my 
leg bag been perfectly cured of tbe disease. I give 
this statement in hopes it may inducp others similarly 
affected to use it;” and we gay, if you will use it, you 
will be cured.
Sold bv James Blanchard. gep3
P. P. P.
PARSt’S RRICKLY PLASTERS.
Fieg [mpai t Streuoth; tlieg Annihilate Fain.
These delightful rlas-1 ters yield.readily motion
it the body, Shsnsb ncrsptfaiiob and 
throw of all the offensive coagulated 
i.npiirlties off . the system. They 
should be used for all Uhronip Paiiff, 
Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds, Con­
sumption, Rheumatism, Female 
'Votiknegs, etc. They retain their 
active properties when other Piasters 
are useless, and where applied pain 
cannot exist. Every family sh nild 
have them. One size on doth, threo 
sizes on leather. Sample sent by 
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
J). S. BARNES, 13 d- 15 Park Row 
Y.<’ April 111, 1861.
Prickly
Plasters






. New Firm. v 
Booh Shoe. Hat and Cap Store.
. Jh?- MORTON-& SAPK •
RESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount Vernon and vicinity, that they are .now prepar­ed to suit every one in their line of business, at.pri- 
ces that cannot be sold unfler. ■.••r. ,
r CO AND SEE
Their new slock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all 
sizes and Styles: In addition to our other stock, wo 
hake a splendid assortment of Hats and Capa of-the 
Tati?? style ; Men’s and Boy’s Military- Caps,* and 
dlsb,- 6 gAod U’-Vorttnent of Hosiery and Glovers,...
Shoe-makers will find it to be theli'wiUsresb to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Morton & Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store, 
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building. 




Frdm the Minefield [lirafd we learn that sev­
en eompantes of Col. Ford’s Regiment are «l 
ready in camp at Camp Buckingham, near Mans 
. field, and that the Regiment will be full by the 
30tb. The ca.np is attracting much attention 
af(f is being visited by a great many people.— 
Tha men are faring sumptously, being supplied 
by many things not down in the rations, by tbe 
good people in the vicinity.
Capt. Cummins’ oompany of three months’ men 
are to be mustered out of service to-day. It is 
expected that most of them will re-enlist, tbe offi­
cers being busy recruiting.
The sentinel of a New Philadelphia company, 
whijh was stopping at Cantou on Friday night 
list, shot a mem oer of the company who attempt, 
ed to pass out of the Hall where they were quar­
tered. The shot was immediately fatal. The 
company was on the way to join CjI. Ford's Reg’ 
jment.
Dr. J. N. Mowry of Mansfield, formerly As- 
flistftnt Surgeon in the 15th Regiment, has been 
assigned as Surgeon of Col. Ford’s Regiment.
The Wav the Rebels Got th:nr Informa­
tion.
The rebels at Manassas were not sa.is.fi d with 
the comparatively slow progress of ob oiicg 
n. «■« i,f our fno'v, (fients bv mails. ' X , • , s 
couriers, but arranged a telegraph i'j suefi ". w-»y 
as to b " in instant communic .ti in w,th the lieSd- 
qaarters of the Department of the Potomac.— 
We have been shown a piece of instl.ted copper 
wire, which we wee assured is a portion.of a line 
found between Centreville and Arlington. The 
Coating is of the color of drv leaves, and at a cas­
ual glanCe the wire w >nbl be mistaken fora dead 
limb. It was traced, running through the trees 
ai d along the road, until it was found wound 
about a tree, and connecting with on of cur lines. 
Bv this means the rebels know every thing that 
was .transmitted to aud from out army. — N.. 37
r.ibme.
“ We must have the Legislature.”-
The Republican State Central Conimi.tee,-itris
stated, issued a circular to county Committees, 
requesting them to “ drop for the present,” all 
pariy lines, and seek a fusion with Democrats — 
ibey add, however " be careful in selecting your 
candidates for tbe Legislature—see that they will 
nnhesilaiingly yield iheir support to our meas­
ures and men.” That’s the trick! Give the Re 
publicans the Legislature 1 and they'll give some 
fusion Democrat the Governorship 1 They want 
to elect Ben. Wade—a particular friend <d' ihe. 
Union —to the Senate. How many Democrats 
can be caught in ihis Fusion Trap of the cun 
ning republican leaders.—Seneca Adcer'tiser.
following is an extract from a letter written 
by the Rev. J. S. ilrJine?, pastor of tho Pierrepomt 
Street Ilaptist Church, Brooklyn, X. 5'., to tbe “Jour­nal aaA 6:. qrtd vol-'
utnes in favor of thatiworlti-renowned medicine, Mrs 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: -
“We see iW'ftdvBvtftfementfn.your oolumnsof Mrs. 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we no never said 
a word in fiiver of a patent medicine before in our 
life, but we feel eonipelled to say to your readier? 
that this is no humbug—we have had it., and'know 
it to be all it claims. It is probably oV>e of the most 
successful medicines of the day, because it is one of 
the bust, ztnd those of your readers who have ba­
bies can’tdo better than to lav in a supply.”
t|-----------------------------------
Home Testimony.
Mt. Gilead,’^lorrow Co..'0., March 2$, 55.
Dr. Rob\CX—Dear. SfF: I have been afflicted 
most of the time for the last six years with a gene­
ral debility; no’'particular disease but general pros­
tration. I procured, of your agent here, Mr. Eno 
Miles, some of your Scandinavian Blood Fill? and 
Blood Purifier, and have been using them for tho 
la?t four or.five months in the following manner: I 
take a dose of the purifier in the morning and one 
pill when I go to bed, and am now ip better health 
than I have been for the last six years, In that 
time I have used various other medicines, all to no 
purpose. I now qsa the pills in my family and 
think they are the best family medicine I ever used.
Oct30. MTM. COOPER.
The Wool Trade.
The last week has been a very active one iu 
tbe wool business. A. Goodrich, agent for E. 
Harris, of Woonsocket, in the little State of 
Rhode Island, has purchased through tbe firm of 
Brown & Mi Cormii k of this place, 218, 67 i fo 
op to Saitirdar last. The wost active day w».- 
’Wednesday. August 14. when 30,675 lbs were 
taken, weighed, and stored away in ore day. 
The boys on that <f-»y w ri» put through on double 
quick, Wool io considerable qji:rititieii has 
been purchased by other firms in the county, to 
what extent we are not inforaied. The prices 
range from 28 to 30 add 33 coots—Cadiz [ Ckio] 
Republican.
you waut to buy a nice coat, go to 
BuScbman’s; if you wish a neat pair of pants, 
g> to BufChman’s ; if you desire a handsome 
vest, go to BuJkchmnn’s ; in short, if ygu wish 
areyhiking- fu the Way of Clothing, or gentlemen's 
furnishing goods, go to Buscbman’s, Kenton 
House corner, Mt. Vernon.
The National Loan Rabidly Tak-n.
New York, August 28. 
The Post says that subscriptions to the 7,300
100 Treasury notes are averaging to individuals 
over $100,000 per day. Mr. Cisco issues daily 
about 100 certifica’es. We hear of a negotiation 
on foot for $700 000, which will propably be 
concluded to-day. It i's understood this amount 
is wauled in Hartford, Conn., principally for the 
moneyed institulions of that city. Mr Chase 
has fi lally decided to date all tbe”fifty million 7 
30 100 Treasury notes August 19,h. that bring 
ihe day the first payment of the ten. per cent, by 
the banks of this city v^as made.
Wp s°p it often stated, tlv»t| -‘It will he 
time enough to revive the Rtpuhlien, and Dem­
ocratic parties when we know that We-bave a 
Government.” This w uld look like a d-brermt- 
nftiion on the part, of the Republicans to revive 
that party, after ihe Den Q-rm-v have saved ih« 
tioverntneuf. It ir ihe sake of humanity,-don't 
ta:k about reviving that party, if we now succeed 
in saving the Government. It we g, t over this 
trotib'e, don t revive the cause that prodne-.d it. 
— Statesman.
Scorbutic diseases are the parent stock 
from which arises a large proportion of the fatal 
cnaiadies that afflict mankind.— They are as it 
were a species of potato rot in tbe human con­
stitution, which undermines and corrupts all the 
sources of its vitality and hastens its decayi-i- 
They are tbs germ from which spring, Consump­
tion, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Liver Com­
plaints, and Eruptive Diseases which will be rec 
oguized as among those most fatal and destruc­
tive to the races of men. So dreadful are its 
consequences to human life, that it is hardly pos­
sible to over estimate the importance of an ac­
tual, reliable remedy, that can sweep out this 
Scrofulous contamination. We kuow then we 
ahalT prod dm welcome news to our readers of 
one from such a quarter as wiit leave little doubt 
of its effickcy—and still more welcome, when we 
tell them that it surely does accomplish the end 
desired. We mean Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and it 
js certainly worthy the attention of those who 
are afflicted with Scrofula or Scrofulous com­
plaints.- {Register, Albany. N. Y..
Read Prof. Wooda advertisement in an­
other column.
GIN
Lion’t Delay to Purify the Bojod. 
FURTFY THE BLOOD; • ’
J)R. WEA VER'S -J/
& SAIT fiHBUM
S Y R UP. .
For die cure of-Canker, .Sa.it Rheum, Erysipelas 
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaseous Eruption?^Sore 
Ev.es, and.,every kind of Disease arising 
' ’from an impure state of- tho. Blorkl, ,
The wasi ffeaiive Blood P to-ife'e of the
IT Is th.e’-Dreseription of an Educated Pfcysieian, and all wh’o are afflicted with any of the above named dBeasn?, shpnld use it without delay. It will 
drive ihe djse’aae freiu the system, and when once 
ou.t oji the. Skin.a few applications of Dr. VeaTkr's 
CURATE, OR OSATMEXT, 
and you have a permanent cure.
THE GEF.ATE has proved itself to -bo the best
Ointment ever invented, and- where once used, it has 
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent 
(cure of Old Sores, Tette-r and Ringworm^ Abald 
Ulead, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch, 
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pica ■ 
ples’On $he faeo. And for Sore Niplct and Sore Eyee. 
the Cerate i« .the only thing required.to cure. It 
should he kept in the house of evary family, 
j.- Read the following letter from the most ..reliable 
authority, and any person, desiring further evidence 
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr. 
•Parker:— .
Eau Claire. Eau Claire Co., Wis., Oct, 1, 136’. 
Messers; J. If. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen; Your 
agent Mr. A- F- Bawics, whilst passing through our 
- place; c.-irually heard ofa most offectual cure of an 
obstinate ca.«e of salt rheum in a member of my fam- 
-ily. having politely requested the facts of tho oase, I 
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The ?tibje-t of this remarkable eure is my son, and 
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and 
a half old. I applied from time to tirno for.aid to the
“They go rtglit to the Spot*7
INSTANT RELIEF! STOP YOUR COUGH’ 
' PURIFY YOUR BREATH J A 











LAD1ET ARK DSLrOKTED WtTIT
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS. 
They relieve a CoMgh Instantly 
They clear the Throat.
They glre strength and volume to tho voice.
They Impart a delicious aroma to the breath. 
They are delightful to the taste.
m<iSt efficient physician? in the easttern sta.tee, one j They are made of simple herbs and cannot harm 
of whom bad traveled Europe ; but whilst he would ” 
at times reieivc some temporary relief, still the dis­
ease remained, and would break • out occasionally, 
with'the most virulent type, until he arrived at the 
nf the8 age- of fourteen years, when ray eye providen­
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s 
;Canker ahd Salt'Rheum' S.vrupt and: Cerate. T at 
'ch/e procured one bottlo, which on trial-«o encour- 
aWed hie Hiat I procured two more, with the Cerate,
• and We' result is that my son now is and ha? been ef­
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last 
three-and a" half tears? Respect fa! tv yours,,
; k-; ALFRED DARKER »
- of -Syrup $1, Ofernte 25 ceJft» per hottie
Dieeet'ooi' "accOiopany each Hottie . .Sold hy nelt 
Medicine Dta/ere. ■' ■'■■■ ' c. r.-
■ ‘ J. N. HARRIS A Co.; Proprietors,
Forthe IVesiern and Soutern States. Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders'for Hits above Medinesinay ba 
addressed.
•St id Wholesale’ and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon'; Jntnes Blanchard, Mt. Vernen; R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Daytctr. • Martinsburg; Montague A 
Hose'c. Fredericktown; W/T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp, Dad’ville; 'Roberts A Samuel, Columbus.
May 1 l-m6 ‘ ' '
WILLJ/l.ia I5EAYJ,
Latektf the fl-rmJof BEAM A mEaJ), li ia-ing loca'tcd• -9A. AmsmT on tW * ^-»-
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR
SOUTH OF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE, 
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts, j 
his friends'and the public generally, will not fail to 
find liiui and his dew location, with ?c4)(t stock of
* NEW GOODS
AT € A S 12 I’ It i <J K S .
In Goods, Pricesand Attention, he shall aim to please 
and merit a share of the public patronag».
April 23.’1361. ■
GOOD NEWSFOI THE PEOPLE !
FORT SUMTER
Sias Positively bpcn Reinfoired!
TVfOTWITilSTANDING ihe united opposition of





FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
T AKEN internally, it rures sudden Colds, Coughs, Ac., Weak Sromach-General Debility. Nursing Sm-e Moiiih, Canker. Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or 
Inifigestion. Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel 
Complaint, Painter’s fiholic, Chobra, Diarrhcea and 
Dysentery.
A'pp'ied externally, cure? Felon?, Boils and Old
S-res, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and 
Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet-
any cue.
I advise every one who has a Cough or a Husky 
Voice or a.Bad Breath, or any difficulty of the Throat, 
to get a package of my Throat Confections. They 
will relieve you instantly, aud yon will agree with 
mo that “they go right to the spot” Yon will find 
them very useful and pleasant while travelling or at­
tending public meetings, for stilling your cough or 
allaying your thirst. If you try one package, I am 
safe in saying that you will over afterwards oonsid 
cr them indispensable. . You will find them at the 
Druggists and dealers in medicines.
PRICE TWENTY-CENT3,
My signature is on each package. All others are
counterfeit.
A Package will be sont by mail, prepaid, on re­
ceipt of Thirty Cents.
Address
HENRY’ C. SPALDING,
No. 43 Cedar St. New York.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS'.
’ JUVENILE BOOKS, 
Y»nrpc nnd J*reity Assortment
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS,












In Antlqne-mor-and Blue and Gel* Binding,












IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR 
RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA 
AND a SURK OtRE FOR
All Mercurial Diseases.
IT Is a cotTTCftlent’y arranged Ruud, containing * medicated compound, to be worn around the Waist, without injury to the most delicate person 
no change in habits of living is required, and it en« 
tirely removes the disoase from the system, without 
producing the injurious effects arising from the Uae 
of powerful internal medicines which weaken sn-i 
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief 
only. By this treatment, the medicinal properties 
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood 
and reaches the disease through the pores oftho skin, 
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, atid re­
stores the parts afflicted t-e a healthy condition.— 
This band is also a most peworful Anti-Mercpriai, 
ngcut, and will entirely relieve the system from the 
pernicious, effect of Morcury. Moderate cases are 
cured in a few days, and we are conetanly receiving 
I testimoni il« of its efficacy iu aggravated eases of 
long sta tding.
Price t ,’,00, to be had of Druggist? generally, or can 
, be sent bv mail or expres?,-with full directions for 
1 use to an v part of tho country, diroct from the Prin­
cipal office
No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.
G. SMirH & CO. Sole Proprietor*,
N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Froe.
Agents Wanted Everywhere 
, For sale by James Blauchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohl«.
May 14, 1361. ________________ _ _________
i GROVER & BAKER, STILL AIIEAD1Fort Moultrie. We run them in not in the j- ter. Broken Breasts, Frosted Fe it and Chilblains, 
T.othiv&he, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu- 
mati.-m.. ■ ■ - - ...■■■
« It is a sure cure for Ague, Ciiills nn l Fever.
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer u-ed. mixed with 
water, as a gargle, will cure; und it is used with great
success in Diptheriir. ........... . .
Tisc 1’aln liiller
tn,ken internally, should be adulterated with milk or 
water, or ma«e:iwt?i s£rup> with * molasses. For a 
.foyigh. a few 'bops pii sugar eaten will be.more effee- 
tivvc thU-u an’ythipg else.
See l,.r,int!ei'l'D''.ectinii-. which nccn'niphry each hottie.
The PAIN KIbLEli is by ui ivcrsa.l consent al- 
lpwe,d to have won f o-,\t^e!fa. jjpj!Uta,tidq unsurpassed
Vn. tliedu^tyry. e.f prciiaruJi'>us» JtsJcstacia^
ipcoiis effect U* ihc .ijity-e eradication and extinction 
of PAIN, in alUi.s. vij ions'form s ineidental to the 
huinan faini’y, and :!,e unsolicited written and ver­
bal testimony oT he masses in its favor, .have been 
and woit'owu ad vertisim nt.
WtiaPstroneef ipr i ifofthose facts can be produeed 
than the fellowink-fat er. received u spliciied, from 
* RLV. W. 4ACpB>
New-.i il K. ‘N. J Jurreffifh. 1 86Q.
Messors. Periy D-iyi8..&, Son—trcctZeuie/i,-—Allow
nigbt. nor with muffled oars, hut in'broad day light, 
by the carJoadT O m r”
We are not only selling Siigars extremely lowi'but 
nil!oth'er"gbAilsft?*4tmparfeively9cheap. Tha nkf111 
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by selling goods cheap and fair .dealing nt tho 
Old Corner. feb. 26. ’61. G. 5’. FAY.
QANflTA’ of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese.
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES.
BRYAN’S
PULMONIC WAFERS!!
The Original Medicine Established in 1837, and 
first article of the kind ever introduced under tho 
name of “Pulmonic Wafrrs,” in this or any oth­
er country ; all other Pulmonic Wafers are coun­
terfeits. The genuine oan be known by the name 
BRYAN being stamped on each WAFER.
Bryan’t Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Hoarseness.
Bryan’* fidmonic Wafers 
Relieve Asthma, Bronchitis, Difficult Breathing. 
Bryan’s-Pulmon ic Wafers 
Relievo Spitting of Blood, Pains in the Chest.
Bryan’s. Pulmonic Wafers 
Roliove incipient Consumption. Lung Diseases. 
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve Irritation of the Uvula and Tonsils.
Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers 
Relieve the above Compfeiinte i-- ten Minutes.
Bryan's Pulmouic Wafers 
Are a Messing to all Classes and Constitutions.
Bryan’s Pu/inonic Wafers 
Aro adapted for Voc'alistsand'Public Speakers.
Bryan's Pulmonic Waf ers 
Aro in a simple form and pleasant to the taste. 
Bryan’s Putnuaiic Wafers
Nut only relieve, but offect rapid and lasting Cures. 
' Jiryan’s PulmOn'ii Wnfe'rs'
Are warranted to givo satisfaction to every one
No'fam'ily should be without ft box df4hiYAH’s Ptl- 
iro.Nic Wafers \n the house.
No traveler should bo without a supply of BftV tx’s 
Pulmonic Wafers in his pocket.
No person will ever object to give for Bryan’s Pul­
monic Wafers Twonty-five Cents.
JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, Rochester. N Y.
‘Sold by S. W. LIPPITT, Mount Vernor., and all 
good Druggists. [Sept4-ly.
A QA-/A just received 
6, ’«Feb.
tt the Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.





G. AV. 1‘I VCIIFR,
, Successor to. ,.
D. W. EVAN'S & CO.,
TliE PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE me^uns1»lfc1?t<ddtn -end LAs ».i'c^'..reomnien«fiiHon
No. 677 Dr, a iway New York, f”r y°ur ^5$ F i"'™, "N- ,fa,U*'y
* . these sever«l years, :ind found H ah it e|winu t” be.
Tile Oldest EsIaSjUsIscd.Gift Booli p,,r Rheumatism-:Couuhs elds, Burns Clp-lera ten- 
HOUSC. 1 dencieahurt difjicilt'e*, well sis disease? vcnernl'j-
that privail inTaivulics..I'regard the Piiji Killer as 
bey or.d nil price, and'as efficacious bevona wny medi 
vine .within iny t.gowk-ago. Meketp it ns our chief 
family ui.ediciie. un 1 find its..Use in ordinary cases 
v oi ih mure than any doctor. The testimony of oth- 
rs amdtig fiiv acquaintances and Irieods is equal'y
A dift with every Book, Wortli from 50c. 
to St00,00.
G. V,’. PITCHER having purchased 
stock and business of the la?te.ji>-ra of Messr?
entire 
D. W.
Evans A Co.,’677 K^uitiway, at prififfs ih accordance : farois hie. Many clergymen' hive spoken of it iu the
E. R. DIBRLEE, J. C. WORK. L. C. MOORE
ISENRY F. WARDES,
Late Mt. Yornon, with
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
Importers and Jobhors ofStajile anil Fancy Dry Goods,
97 Chambers a 79 a 81 reaps st., n. y.
MANHOOD,
HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED.
Just published in a Sealcil 'Envelope,
ON THE NATURE, TRATMENT AND RADT CAL CURE OF SPERMATORRHOEA, or Sem­inal Weakness, Sexual Debility, Nervousness and in­
voluntary emissions, inducing impotency, and -den­
tal Physical Incapacity.
f By ROB.’ J. CULVERMLIILL, M. D„ 
The important fact that the awful consequences of 
self-abuse may- be effectually removed with'out in­
ternal Medicine and without dangerous applicjitiofl? 
of caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and, 
other empirical devices, is here clearly demnnstraitefl, 
and the entirely new and highly successfulffr6at-
ouiremenfe of Drnp-<sist« . ------•"—. mont’ adopted by ihe.eelebrated author fully exfacilities, enable us to fern’,A Them S’ ! Vlained’hy. ™Ca!?S °,f ^hif’,h <””> i? enabled to
quors for modical and family nse. jan 22-yl
GSn as a tteiuetiiai Agent,
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
ESPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical 1 rofosjion and the Family, having superseded The so-callect “ Gin.-,” '“ Aromatic,” “ Medicated,” 
Schnapps,” etc., i? now endorsed by all of tho pro- 
rniuent physicians, chemists and connoisseurs, as 
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities
(u?Twvan d dmrr6,,0) wbich befeng to the OLD and 
rilK^tjun. I ut Up in quart bouleg aad gold b all 
druggists, grocers, etc.
/v , ’ A- M. BININGER £ CO.. 
(E.-tol.hshed ,n 1778.) Sole pr„prietorf,
v li ci t, ^°-19 Broad street, N. Y’. 
For sale by D. S. BARNES & Co., No. 31 Park 
Row, New i ork.
Our long experience and familiarly with the re-"
1 SPLENDID lot of rlams and Dried Beet iusr 
L\ received at tho Old Corner.
Feb. 25, ’51. G. M. FAY.
Justico’e Blanks for sale at the Bannef Office.
By the use of those Pills the periodic attacks of j
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and ; 
if taken at the commencement of an attack imine- 1 
dlate relief from pain and sickuess will be ob-! 
tained. I
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and j
Headache to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon tho bowels, removing Cos­
tiveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females, 
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu­
able. as h laxative, improving the appetite, giving I 
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, mid rester- j 
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole , 
I systein-
’ Th»- CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long 
I investigation and carefully conducted experiments. I 
I having been in use many years, during which time, 
I they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
pai.i aud suffering from Headache, whether origi- 
I n i ing iu the nervous system or from a deranged 
I state iif the stomach.
GREAT REDUCTION IF PRICES 1
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless Grover A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40!! ! The only Company that manufactures the two vari­
eties of Machines. Double Lock anti Single Lock or 
Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory !! !
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un­
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler
They aruvnHrdvvegetable in tbeircompositlon, i Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines
wilh tho times, is prepared to offer greater induce-! 
ments to the purchaser? of Books than ever before. 
The Gifts aro selected with caie, ard arc oftho best 
quality and of fhe miq^t, fashionable styles. The 
Books are old’a t the low est retail price's, and a gift 
—useful or ornamental--in value from 50o. to $100 
is given with each Book.
What I claim as the peculiar advantages of this 
business is that f gAe more for the same amount of 
money than the regular dealer in Books, and thus, 
make my Books advertise themselves. Also. crea-> 
ting a healthy taste for useful and standard litera­
ture, by introducing Book.-, in many casyss, :where 
they have hitherto been almost unknown.
Tlic Books are New 
and fresh from the publishers’ hands, and all orders 
are filled and delivered with the utmost dispatch to 
all parts of the United. States and the Canadas.— 
The central location of Now York giving peculiar 
facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transporta­
tion, which are unrivalled by any city in tho world.
Fifteen Thousand Agencies 
are open for applica'cion, and all persons desiring a 
pleasant, easy and profitable employment, requiring 
but little of their time, will do well to accept at the 
earliest opportunity and in their names.
As this house from the first has taken the lead of- 
all dthers, I shalliendeavor'to maintain its position 
and well earned reputation.
Book Agents, and those desiring, to become «o, 
should examine my terms, as ten book? can be sold 
in the same tiino that one may be disposed Of in the 
usual way, through the inducements given to the 
purchaser.
REMEMBER.
•'Sg.,That this is the only Gift Book House’ that
takes ihe risk of loss through the l'nail.
This is the only Gift Book House thaf has
roceived the voluntary endorsement of over five 
•hundred city and country joiiln u!s, .-wid of- the lead 
ing j uhlishing’houses of the eountry.
This is the oldest -established and most ex­
tensive Hou$«.of the kind in the workl.
ifcsfe I.pc.y tp^unostliberai commission
/jpfr 1 keep^t-in) lanft.varied hjid extidr iv% st. 
..nCjJwek^l.d tkLts, and gratuitously 'ufreuirue'life
most: cuiupiate a-nd. 'yest. cia.ss;hey v:i.iafogne >c t-,;3
fair - .f. rfect su.t’?'' ifattiil to. a'
iuay fli.v 11 j ■ r y> - ■ r o i.
. ‘ .. riv-W. iwitjoND FL,L..i:©OTT^!iv'
Oidet.- • . - , • • u.-'-dts m.d u ■ ' •
by o'xpress, if possible, as it is safer aufi cht-a, er 
than by mail. - .
Money, if possibler should he sent in form of 
Drafts, as paymeut can be stopped if lost through 
the mail. .
Letters enclosing money may.he sent at my risk, 
provided-they aro registered according-to law.— 
These precautions are simplqand within the reach 
of all, assuring, tlie safe transmittance of Boots,
jser'Tri ordering Books, the ntfe,.in blaik.letters 
only, should be hsecl. The writing should be ,4aiu, 
an-d the Name* Post.Office, County aud State should 
be distinct to avbid ibistakesl ’ , t
Send for ^. Catalogue,
Sfilc’e? your hooks, enclose uie pricey, arid direct your 
•letter to. - . - - t
VITCIIEit.
677 ,‘fa . J.woy, Now York-
cure,hiiuself perfectly, and afaihft laiustpossible cost, 
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of tho 
day. This Lecture will prove a. boon to. ihpu<andst 
Sentunderse.il to any ntidrczi.-pos-t poicli-oji the 
receipt of two postage .stamps, by addressing Dr. J. 
C. KLtNE, M. D., 127 Bowery, New York, Rost 
Office Box 4586. March 19,1861- ly.
A-S1XGLE TRIAL
Will convince you that the best and most economi­
cal way of purchasing books is to send to the
PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE.
G. W. PITCHER, Successor to 
D. W. EVANS A CO., 
PUBLISHER, AND BOOKSELLER,
677 Broadw iv, Y N.
highest term? a? a family mcdu-.ince. Missionaries 
in repented instance? have said to me in person and 
in their letters, thatthe Pain Killer was by far the 
best niedicine used in h.-atben lands, and they use it 
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth­
ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to gay 
as an act of justice to yourseltes, and as a benefit to 
others. Y >u are ut liberty to .use this tegtimonial, ii 
of any service. Rev. -W. B. JACOBS,
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
Beware Of All Imitations J
The Pain K ilier is so d by all resp<-ctable Di uggists 
throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
Price 25 Ct?., 50 cts., and $ I, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
Proprietors for the* Western and Southern States, 
Ciiicinnali, Ohio'
Sold Wholesale and.Retail by James Blanchard, 
S. W. Iup'pi'it, Mt. Vernon; K. 3. French Gambier; 
N. Dayton, .Martinsburg; Montague A.llqsac. Fred­
ericktown;AV. T McMahon,.M vilwoi. dr L. W. Sapp, 
Danville. May I I 6in
Spring an<l Summer Kemedy.
Good for the Stomach.
DR. S. 0. RICH aRlISON’S 
SH-RRY WINE BITTERS,
The Celebrated New Englnnd Remedy 
s * *** *- s -«J’**- -W
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION, 
Jaundice. F’-vci- and Ague. I Debility
nad all hiM-n»i-»arising from a Diaor<lfi->
»-<l Aloniac-li, l.ifir, <»i Uo>, cl»
AI1EY are u?e>l and recommended by lending 
Physicians oftho country, and all who try them 
pronounce them invaluable.
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarro, 
Stark Co.. Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by 
those suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia and liver 
complaint.”
■E. S.lbAYlS, Postmaster at WiHiam?p<»rt, Ohio, 
sayg. “they gi?e greats;tfetaction, I tt?e the'm iny- 
sciT.Jytyiug'1 ttiken'coldj bec-'nie prostrsjte arid lost my 
•iMpl’ite. Tt relieved me, and I can recommend it 
vri.h ureat assurance of it's Tneiil?,”
'/ V M. M- KERR, of RogcrVyiluF. 1ml., writes 
ds’tfaat they are the most valuable medicine offered, 
lie has recommended them with great success, and 
v'uji ttwo.n made several eurts of pal pita tii-n. of the 
heart and general debility. .
‘1'lly.MAS STANFORD, EsqBlountsville, Henry 
Co.rilnd:, writes us a long fetter, under dale of May 
3 1860. He was much reduced, having t^eetf jifilict- 
ed for three years \y.i t'fa gyjAj/fe.fj'tfay debility, pal- 
pitijtion of thfi heart of the most severe.snd pros- 
tMfmJ^cIinraetey, ter .using a few bottles I was 
cotapleiifly.restored, aiid am now in robust health.’
GE-ORG E W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted 
with rhumatism for tweffty years, [n .all its various 
forms, and at tho date of his letter he had been two; 
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when 
several physician? could do him no "ood. lie say?.! 
“for rhumatism. dyspepsia, liver oniplaint-, kidney 
affection,otr dropsy it is a specific vermin remedy.”
J W. HUNT writes front Delpho.-; Allen Co, 0., 
fa section where Fever and Agtio prevails.) that He 
most cheerfully reciiuraends them id decided mei n 
in all-cases ot FEA’Elt AND AGUE, DYaPEPalA, 
AND .GENERA UltEBiLl I'Y.
D. K. OALLEHKR—, M. D , writes from Van 
Wert, Ohio, ‘ i most respectfully recommend >he 
Sherry Wine Bitters io tiie notice of Dyspeptic per­
sons, and lo all woo require a stimulating medicine.
Such New? we are receiving Daily. 
Pulp Particulars Accompany Lack Bottle.
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
• Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. Il 4RRIS J- CO. 
Cincinnati, Goio, Proprietors for the Sourheru and 
Western Stater, to whom address all orders.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O : J a me
T
' " Cnstbm Work.
PARTICULAR attention -paid to manufecturi Measured work afid repairing done on tbe sb tost notice. [may lit'- MORTON A SAPP
j and may bp taken at all times wilh perfect safety 
Without making any fehanpe of diet, Ana the ab­
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to 
administer them lo children
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS »
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C- 
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufi lsts and all other Dealers in Med­
icines.
A Box will be sent by mail, prepaid, on_reee!pt 
of .the
PBTGE, 25 CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New York.
Tbe Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker 
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them, 
and all well regulated families have, or should hav« 
one, because they make less noiso, are moro simple 
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent 
ly nre more durable than other machines. Thci 
also make tho most beautiful and elnstio stick ci 
seam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine. 
I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sulci. 
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and got circu. 
lar and examine for yourselves.
We are pretty familiar with the merits of the lead 
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grortj 
A Baker.—Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread. Silk and Cotton constantly 
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, 
at the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co, 
Bank, SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27. I860.
Something for the Times!!!
.4 NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD ’JOSSVS <fc CROSLEY’S 
American Cement Glue
The Strongest Glue in the World
For Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory, 
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster.
Bone, Coral, Ac., Ac., Ac,,
The only article of the kind every pro 
ducetl which will withstand water. 
EXTRACTS.
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of .Tohm 
it Crosley’s American Cement Glue-”—N. Y. Times
“ It is so convenient to have in the house ”—N. F 
Express.
“It is always ready ; this co«miends it to every 
body.”—N. Y. Tndepetrdent.
“We have tried it. and find U as useful in ou| 
house as water.” — Wilkes Spirit of the Timet.
Price 25 CenZxpdr Hottie.
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers. 
TERMS CASH.
For sale by all Druggists and Storckeep?
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF 
S PA I,DING’S
CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM Z
HEADACHE,
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which 
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in all 
forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
They have been tested in more than a thousand 
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head 
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you 
may have them in cased an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably 
effective remedy forthe headache, and one of the 
very best for that very frequent complaint which 
ha? ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, III.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unn 
vailed Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va.
We are suie that persons suffering with the j 80L<r,'H^ ^rougfemt the the country, 
headache, who try them, will stick to them. ,T. , ’
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La '
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are ’ 
sure that your testimony can be added to the al
(Solo Manufacturers,!
78 WILLIAM STREET.
ready numeronalistthat has received benefits that I_
no other medicine can produce.
From theSt Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic 
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Towa,
Mr. Spal ing would not connect his natns with 
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Adveriiser, Providence, R. I.
The festinrenv in thtir favor is strong, from the 
most respectable quarters-
(Corner of Liberty Street,) NEW Y0R1 
M. A A.
O’A siiisde bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED 
GLUE will save ten times itscoetannually,<£ji 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ! 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 1 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ! 
SAVE THE PRICES!
ECONOMY ! DISFATCH !
O’ “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine/’^tj
As accidents will happen, even in wall regula­
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap 
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys, 
Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
m»ets nil such emergencies, and no household can 
.fford to be without it. It is always ready, aud 
up to tli« sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
25 cents. Address,
HE\RY C. SPALDING,
No. 43 Cedar Street, New’ York. 
CAUTDJNL
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting 
to palm off oft the unsuspecting public,imitations 
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons 
: to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull
Fort Sumter Fvaruated.
THE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the Unite States does not say that E. WJLCQX ha? eva cuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expect 
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its var 
ous branches. Garments of all descriptions cut nr 
made to order on sb«irt notice, aud aadurabit as c« 
be done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of >1 
mountains, aud in the latest style, according toea 
tern fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in tbe best ma, 
ccr and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cu 
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers f< 
their liberal support horetofcre received, he eolicl 
a continuance of the same, and asks a? many ne 
ones as feel they can trust him nith their work, 
anffitf ' E. WILCOX.
Blancharo. Mt. Voru-m; R. S. French, Gambier,- N.Juatiie, __
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague <fc Hosac, Fiedv- JET’SPALDING 3 PREPARED GLL E,.rqi 
ricatowu; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sspp, ; is on the outside wrapper; all others are swindling 
Danville; Roberts <fc Samuel, Celumbus. [May 11 6 counterfeits. Feb.26,
JUST RECEIVED
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply 
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shad, 
aud Curtain Fixtures, at
yLDROYD’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORY. 
March!3tf , .
"TAYLOR, GRISWOLD &”CO.,
Dcftletsin all kinds Foreign and Domestic
STAPLE AN1> FL\CY DRY GOODS,
ALFO
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, 4C.,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
NO.55,SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,OHIO,
Cleveland, April «:ly.
BOUND TO B LAI 7s!
I WISH it distinctly understood we have noec nection with any other houaain tbe city, havii purchased of Mr. J. Georgs the stock and paid h| 
-fer it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, 
even ns a creditor. We have his documents t<’ proi 
the same. feb. 26.’61. G. M.FAY.




A THIRTY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Anil Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
^^•Ol FlCE—North side of Kromn Block. 
Augnst28, 1660-ly.
MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
. „ CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
A1IO R N K Y A T I, A W , 
Jfoujii I ernori, Ohio.
I rompt attention given *o Collections and Secur- 
°g all Claims entrusted to his care.
Baldwin, is also, nNotary Public, and 
1 attend to such business as is authorised by his
eommission, with promptness and dospatch.
April 10th, 1860-Owo.
MARSH it HEIN,
ATT’I & COUSELLOR AT LAW, 
AND NOTARY PUBLIC, 
npvmc t Mount Vernon, Ohio.
a .u i- Judson's Building, Main st., 2 doors
5S21LE225. CountyBank. [march 27.
VMHBT W. COTTON. WM. fc. |*»S.
COTTON Ar BANE,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT' VERNON, 0.
Otz ILL ATTEND to all business intrusted to 
“ T them, in any of the Courts.
^Ft>ICK’^—corn®r of Main and Gambier sts., 
vor Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment. oc20
JOHN ADAMS?
Attorney at Law and Notary Public,





I desire to inform the public that my
Splendid Salt of Photograph Rooms 
ARB COMPLETED!
And now open for tho reception of visitors. It is 
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom­
mends itself. I mako Photographs from small inin- 
mturos to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
Water Colors, or
■ MT B» M .ji. Jffi MT X •
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype 
of a deceased friend, (no matter how poor), it ean 
bo enlarged to any sisi and oolored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of 
tho public this important branch of Photography. 
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg­
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at 
| my Gallery.
AMBROTYPES
And all small work done on short notioe. We ex­
tend a cordial Invitation to all to call and examine 
Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. 
Kolsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
novl3-ly. N. E. LEWIS.
NEW FIRYITIRE
NOW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big Chair, over Sperry A Co.’a Store, the largest end beet stock of Furnltnre ever offered for sale in 
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tote-a-Tetes, 
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables, 
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed­
steads,and in fact almost everything in Cabinetline 
the market requires. I also keep on hand and make 
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Ilusk Mattresses, 
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur­
tain Fixtures, tho best in nse, also, a few choice 
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
Tbe public are invited to call and examine my 
stock and priees. [apr26] W. C. WILLIS.
3STEW
WM. HIrABAR,
ATTORN E Y A T t, A W,
MT. YBKNON, RXOX COUNTY, OIIIO.
S3** Jfflce ia Banning Building,northwest corner
Mainand Vine stroets,in theroomformerly occupied 
by M. H. Mitchell. jeU
Aaimitl Israel. Anetph C. Devin
ISRAEL A DEVIN,
Attorneys at Law & Sollcitorsin Chancery,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
Prompt attention given to all business en­
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se­
curing claims in any part of the stato of Ohio.
Dee. 7:tf.
a. e. Htrnn. frank n. hckd.
R. C. IIFRD & SOM, 
Attorneys and ConnseHorx nt Lnw, 
r.mr12-tf__ M'G'XT VERNON. OIIIO.
SASH, DGGKS <ah BDIXDS.
DEVOE A HUBBELL,
4 NNOUNCE TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX
-* a and the er.rrcuuding counties, that they are 
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of 
Sisli, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, 
and all work required In house finishing. We shall 
use the very best material, and will warrant all our 
work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. [march20.
J. II. MILLER,
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 109 oin St., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Gilded side and top lights, window Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. 
Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures 
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable 
terms. Stencoliug in paper or metal neatly ex­
ecuted.
P. S. Blockletters cut to order.
May 22, I860.AMBROTYPES 7\SD~MELA1NOT¥PES.
«. A. HfDdMID,
SUCCESSOR to Power A McDonald,respectfully announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vioinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes 
A Molainotypes, in the beststyle of art, at hisroonif 
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in 
business ho flatters himself that ho will give entire 
satisfaction to all who may favor hini with business 
Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a call 
before engaging picturoeolsewhere. [mayltf.
D. C. MONTGOMERY
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Banning Building,over N. McGiftin's Shoe Store. 
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Specialattention given to tbe collection of claims, 
and tho purchaso and salo of Real-Estate.
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
L 640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
606 acros in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 ncros in llardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.




To the People of Knox County nnd espe­
cially the Ladies.
I HAVE been for several years on the look out for a good Washing Machine. I have had several tried in my family and found some that did pretty 
well as long as they kept in order. But they all 
soon failod in this respect and some shook them­
selves to pieces.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope­
rated by Mr. Eiswald tho inventor, and was struok 
with its simplicity; and espocially with the fact that 
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more 
tendency to rattlo to pieoes than a grindstone, or a 
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his 
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough 
trial in my family, and also in ionic others; and be­
came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas­
ed the patent right for several counties.
These machines are now maeufactured at the Ko- 
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I 
can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma­
chine for washing thnt I ever saw. They will wash 
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a 
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They 
are not liable to get out of order and will last a 
lifetime.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant thorn to give en­
tire satisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned 
in good order, within twenty days and tbe money 
will be handed back without diking any questions.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.





On Main Street, over JJauk'e Saddle and Harneee 
Shop, Second Floor, Oppotite Itueeell, 
Sturgee dt Co'e Hank,
WHERE may be found a good assortment of Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of their own manufacture, at priees to suit the time*. 
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning 
den* on short notiee and in good style. Country 
Cabinet Makers will do a ell to give ns • call.— 
Wagon Uubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, 
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned nt 
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce,and Cash taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at- 
tendud to. A share of Publio Patronage solicited. 




Old Stand of Beam dt Mead,
COACH AND CARRIAGE FACTORY 
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
WILLIAM SANDERSON respect­fully informs the public and his friends that he continues to manufac- •
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaway*, Buggies, Wa­
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various stylos 
of finish and proportion.
AU orders will be executed with stri »t regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. RepairswiZ also beat- 
tended to on the most reasonable terms. Is I use in 
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ 
none but experienced mechanics, I feci confident that 
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect­
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work 
will be warranted.




f ITAKErf pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol 
JL Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he coxtinues to 
carry on the
CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of 
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where 
rill be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads, 
W'ashstauds, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING.
I have provided myself with a now and splendid
Hearse, nnd will be roady to attend funerals wben- 
DY«r callod upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on band 





Ty AStaken for a term of years therooms former 
|~| ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over 
fnyior, Gantt A Co.’s, where ho will prosecute tbe 
rn"ri<ms duties of his profession with an experience 
if over 14 years constant practice, and an acquain­
tance with nil the late improvements in the art, he 
eels confident of giving entiro satisfaction. The 
iO£t skill of the profession warranted to bo exorcised
. every case.
In band a largo stock of Dental Material lately 
>rocurod from the east.
Entranco on Main irtet, betweeen Taylor, Gantt 
t- Co.’s and L. Monk’s Clothing Store.
April 13, 1859-tf____________ _______
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
FACTORY!
PHE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM TnEIR 
friends and the public generally, that they have 
amoved thoir Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,
"Test of High Street, where, in connection with S 
>avis,they keep on hand and manufacture to order, 
in short notioe,
Doors, SaHli, Blinds and Mouldings 
)f all tho various patterns. Surface and Irregular 
-'laning and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. 
?e would ask for the new firm a continuance of the 
tatronage so liberally bestowed on the old ono.
BYERS A PATTERSON.
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, ISCO.
A CARD.
rpiIF, undersigned wishes to say that he is still at 
I the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R.
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old 
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chatand then furnish them 
with any thing in the line of business they are to 
be supplied with at this place. The same business 
is continued here as you will geo by advertisement.
Come on Farmers and all others and support home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
fgklong“foundry.




Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
THE most simple in construction and perfect In its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia­ble to get out of ordor of any in nse. Now if far­
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save 
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and try
FURLONG FOUNDRY,
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theabovs 
representations will be realized or no sale. Also,
Sugar Mills wltli B. n. Evans’ 
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy 
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex­
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any 
pattent yet in uso, and is so constructed, that the 
furnaee part serves for a store, forakitchcnorcook- 
ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over 
others for convenience, has to be seen and used to 
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur­
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy­
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va­
rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares, 'Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Riser right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and tho Clipper and Combination 
Plow with tlio Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, 
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an oxcel- 
len tarticle. Also, Castings,Machinery, Ac.to order.
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24. M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t
Valuable Farm Tor Sale.
O/Y/Y ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fenee, 
•JV/VV 200 cleared, and under good state of culti­
vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling bouse, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables, 
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3J miles from Fredo- 
icktown. Said premises arc well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all 
in one lot, or divided into one liundrod acre lots to 
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
jan 22-tf DAVID BRADDOCK.
Dr. I>. McBRIAR,
SursjGon Dentist,
f'TT’OULD rospectfully inform the citizens of Mt. 
\ f Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per- 
nanontly located in Mt. Vernon, for tho purpose of 
radioing his Profession in the best and most sub- 
tantial style of tho art. and I would say to those 
’ho may favor me with their patronage, that my 
-ork shall and will comparo both in beauty and du- 
ability with any in the State. I would also say to 
fioso who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that 
am prepared to treat all diseases of the month un- 
er any form. .Also to removo tumors from the 
touth or antrum. All operations warranted, and 
loderate charges. I havo takeu a lease of my pros­
it suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years 
ith the refusal of ten. The best of references 
in be riven. [June 19, 1860.
MOUNT VERNON
IFOOAEiV FACTORY!
VHE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention of 
the public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fae­
ry is romoved to Mt. Vernon, at
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
nd is being fitted up with good Machinery for dc- 
tg a Custom business, and that I am now ready to I 
icj’.vo Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Casrimore • 
Xttinett, Blaukots and Flannel on Shares or by the I 
ard. J |
Also, Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and 
oth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work1 
[arrar.ted doao iu the best manner and as choap as 
e cheapost. F
Wool will ba ncaiTad at the Old Factory at Lu- 




fin rpiIE subscriber respectfully in- 
WJ JL forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon 
a,’J the public generally, that he
He. has removed his shop a door South of 
his old stand, to the South-west corner of the Public 
Square, where he is prepared to manufacture Boots 
and Shoes of every description, to order, upon the 
shortest notice and in the very beststyle.
He keeps 'none but the moat experienced work­
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du­
rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this 
city or elsewhere.
Ho keeps none but the bestmaterial,and has con­
stantly on hand the best quality of Freneh calfskin, 
kipskin, and coarse loatber boots, monroe’s, lace 
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every 
description.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call 
and leavo thoir measures, as the best evidence will 
then be given of the truth of his assertion.
May 7, 1861-2mo C. WBBER.
Down & Tetley,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittiburgh,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
IMPORTERS and dealers in doublo and single bar- rol shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma­terials, hasjustreceived, by Express, directfrom the 
man u facturers, a splendid assortment of C .It’s Repeat­
ing Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of which 
wo will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be 
boughtin tliecity of New York. Persons going to 
Australia and California will find that they can dobet- 
terby purchasing theirequipage at home,than they 
dm among strangers—as we give persons a chance to , 
try any of the above pistols before leaving the city, 
ml in cate of a failure we refund the money.




BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
THE undersigned respectfully announce* to the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that he ha* greatly enlarged his business and la 
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those 
who wish to purohase
Utienp and Elegant Furniture.






MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, every nrticle to be found in a first-elas* 
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order 
any article that may be called for. I employ the 
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold 
will be warranted. I solicit a oontinuat the
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
UYDERTAKIYG.
The subscriber still eontinues the Undertaking
Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar­
ed to attend funerals in either town or eountry. 
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the 
shortest notice. I can be found it my Furniture 
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood­
ward Block, Mt. Vernon, O.
Marcbl3tf. JOSEPH McCORMICK.
South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. ap 30
sa ve/tovr Honey 1
By buying your Boots and Shoe* of
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jun’r.
HAVING received • large assertmeut of every description oft BOOTS AND SHOES,
I mb prepared to undersell any other establishment 
in Mt. Vernon. All I ask of the people of Knox C*. 
is io give me a call, and examine my stocX before 
purchasing elsewhere; and I will guarantee to make 
the-ahoee and prices both fit. I am selling good 
GAITERS at 75 cents, and first-rate Congress Heel 
Gaiters for tl.Cfi to $1.25. Men's first-rate kipboote 
for$2.50. Women’s enld. pgd. hoot* for 76 to 80 cents, 
and every thing else in the line of boots and shoes, 
at least 20 per eent cheaper than the usual price 
heretofore.
LEATHER.—A large lot of Sole and Upperleather, 
French and American calfskins, constantly on hand. 
Also, Lasts, Pegs, Shoe kit, and Findling of every 
description. All of whieh can he had for cask at 
the lowest possible rates, at the store of
K. 6. S. ROUSE, Jn.,
No. 109 Main Street.
N. B.—Those who haye neglected to call and settle 
their accounts, due the late firm of B. S. 8. Rouse 
A Son are hereby reminded that it will be to their 




JAMES BLANCH A RT,
MEAT MARKET.
Josepli BecUtoll
TAKES pleasure in an- anouncing to hi* old friends and customers that 
he still eontinues to keep 
for sale the very best of
Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,_____________ ___
and Lamb, at his eellar, on Main street, opposite to 
Woodward Hall, under Clark’s Tailor Shep. By 
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he 
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron-j 
age he lias retore hereceivsd. April 27-tf
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
THE ONLY PREPARATION
THAT HAS
STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS,
And Grows more and more Popular every,
day t
And testimonials, new, and almost without number, 
might be given from ladies and gentlemen in all 
grades of society, whose united testimony non* could 
resist, that Prof. Wood’s Hair Restorative will restore 
the bald and gray, and preserved the hair of the 
youth to old age, in all Its youthful beauty.
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21, 1858.
Prof. Wood: Thee wilt please accept a line to in­
form thee the hair on my head all fell off over twen­
ty year* ago, caused by a complicated chronic dis- 
case/attended with an eruption on the head. A con­
tinual eourse of suffering through life having re­
duced me to a state of dependence, I have not been 
able to obtain stuff fbr eaps, neither have I been able 
to do them up, in consequence of which my bead 
has suffered extremely from cold. Thia induced me 
to pay Biggs A Ilodges almost the last cent I had on 
earth for a two dollar bottle of thy Hair Restorative 
about the first of August last. I have faithfully fol­
lowed the directions and the bald spot is now cover­
ed with hair thick and black, though short, it is also 
coming in all over my head. Feeling confident that 
another large bottle would restore it entirely an 
permanently, I feel anxious to persevere in it, use, 
and being destitute of mean, to purchase any more,
I would ask thee if thee would*! not be willing to 
send me aa order on thine agents fora bottle, and 
receive to thyself tbe scripture declaration—“the 
reward ie to those that are kind to the widow and 
the fatherless." Thy friend,
SUSANNAH KIRAP. 
Ligonier, Noble Co., Ind., Feb. 5, 1859.
Prof. 0. J. Wood: Dear Sir:—In the latter part of 
the year 1852, while attending the State and Na­
tional Law School of the State of New York, my 
hair, from a cause unknown to me, commenced fall­
ing off very rapidly, so that in the short space of six 
months, the whole upper part of my scalp was al­
most entirely bereft of iu covering, and much of the 
remaining portion upon the side and haek part of 
my head shortly after became gray, so that you will 
not be surprised when I tell you that upon my return 
to the State of Indiana, my more casual acquain­
tance were not so much at a loss to discover the 
cause of the ehange in my appearance, a* my more 
intimate acquaintances were to recognise me at all.
I at once made application to the most skilful phys­
icians in the country, but receiving no assurance from 
them that my hair could again be restored, I was 
forced to become reconciled to mv fate, until, fortu­
nately, in the latter part of the year 1857, your Re­
storative was reecommended to me by a druggist, as 
being the most reliable Hair Restorative in use. I 
tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaction 
that it was producing the desired effect. Since that 
time, I have used seven dollars’ worth of your Res­
torative, and a, a result I have a rich coat of very soft 
blaok hair, which no money could buy.
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor and skill 
in the production of so wonderful an article, I have 
reeommended it* nse to many of my friends and 
acquaintances, who I am happy to inform yon, are 
using it with like effect.
Very respectfully, yours, A. M. LATTA,
Attorney and Counsellor at law.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by all dealers 
throughout tbe world.
The Restorative is put up in bottles of three sixes,: 
large, medium and small; tbe small holds $ a pint, 
and retails for one dollar per bottle, the medium 
holds at least twenty per cent, more in proportion 
than the small, retail* for two dollar* a bottle; the 
large holds a quart, 40 percept, more in proportion 
and retails for $3 a bottle.
O. J. WOOD CO, proprietors, 444 Broadway, 
New York, and 114 Market Street, St. Lonis Mo.
And sold by all geod Drr.ggist* and Faney Goods 
Dealers. For sale by JAMES BLANCHARD,
may 15-y Mt. Vernon, Ohio.




TO the citizens of Knox County, I would return my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to me since I became proprietor of this House, and for 
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make 
the Motion Home rank equal to any house in this 
part of tbe State, and my Guests shall bay*, my in- 
divided attention for tbeir comfort, while they re­
main* my guests. J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor,
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house 
octll.’59tf.
JOHX X. KVAX*. MBS, JOB KVAXS
JOHN E. EVANS &, CO.,
MAIN ST., MT. VBRNON, OHIO,
Hare now on hand a large stock of the
IMPROVED STEWART STOVES,
best now in use, which we will warrant to
I give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com­
plete assortment of
Cooking & Parlor Stoves!
Of every variety of pattern, among which will be 
found the
FORTUNE STOVE,
The best Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now In use, 
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety 
of other pattern*.
We have also a good variety of Low Oven Stoves, 
among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
The best now in use. Also tbe improved Self-Regu­
lator. Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder 
Stoves for stores and shops, plain and faney Grates, 
Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japanned 
Ware; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards, Tubs, Wood 
en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn. Baskets, Brooms, 
and all kinds of Housefurnishing Geod* too numer­
ous to mention.
JOBBING.
We are still doing all kind* of Jobbing in Tin, 
Copper and Sbeet-Iron, on short notice and at low 
rates. Mr. S. W. KERSHNER has the^sole charge 
of the Jobbing Department.
We have for sale the right of nail’s Patent
LIGHTNING RODS,
which we put up on short notice.
Remember the place, at the Old Stand of Job
Evans, two doora South of the Cataract House.













■ QUAD TO AXT IX
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA
AMD AT
LOWER PRICES.
Every Article made by hand & Warranted. 
Cabinet-Makers
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and 
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT 
THE SHORTEST NOTIOE.
Wareroonu, Noe. 77 and 79 Third Street, 
mar. 17. PITTSBURGH. PA.
JOSEPH PKXXOCK. NATHAN B. H ABT
PEtflSOCK & MART.
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell .£• Co.,]
ZFultOXX ^sOXX33L^.37’y _ 
Warehouse, 141 Wood. Street, ’
A PITTSBURGH, PA.CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all 
i sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea 
Kettlos, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pine* 
Ison Fronts for Houses,and Miscellaneous Castings 
made to order. *
Plttsbusgh, Apr. 7.
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, FUTTY
Paints, Oils, Varatalsce, Brashes and Dye 
Staffs,
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES








COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MAXcrAcrunnn sr
BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular ears in compounding Physician, Pr*. 
aeription and in preparing recipe* of all kinds.
Jan. 29, I860.
CHAIR AND BEDSTEAD MAMFACTORY,
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block.
MOUNT VERNON, O.
Slga ®f tbe Red Redntead, end 
Cieidee Chair.
DANIEL McDOWELL,
TAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that having been in 
the business for 39 years, in this 
place, he continue, to manufacture 
CHAIRSand BEDSTEADS ofevery 
description, at his stand in Ban­
ning’s Building where he hopes, 
by making good work, and selling 
at low prices, to receive a continue*
ion of theliberal patronage that has heretofore been 
extended ts him. All his work is made of the very 
best material, and will be warranted te give entire 







THE high and envied celebrity whieh these pre­eminent Medicine* have acquired for their in­valuable efficacy in all the Diseases which they pro 
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf­
fing not only unnecessary, but unworthy of them.
IN ALL CASES
of Asthma, Acute and Chronio Rheumatism, Affec­
tions of the Bladder and Kidney*.
BILLIOU8 FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, 
In the South and West, where these disease* pre­
vail, they will be found invaluable. Planters, far­
mer* and others, whe once use these Medicines, will 
■ ever afterwards be without them.
BILLIOTS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES,
COST1VENK6S, COLDS AND COUGHS, 
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS, 
DROPSIES.
Drsrcrstx —No person with this distressing dis­
ease, should delay using these Medicine* immedi­
ately.
Eruption* *f the Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
Fkvkb axt> Aocn.—For this seonrge ef the Wes­
tern eountry, these Medicine* will be found a safe, 
speedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave 
the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure 
by these medicine* is permanent
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and be cured.
Povlxbss or Coxn-nxiox—
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS, 
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, In- 
flamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun­
dice, Los* of Appetite.
MKRCcnur, Disxaszs.—Never fail* bo eradicate 
entirely all the effects ef Mereury, infinately sooner 
than the mast powerful preparation of Sarsaparilla. 
NIGHT SWEATS, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of
all kinds, ORGANIC AFFECTIONS.
Pilb*.—The original propiietor ef these Medi- 
eines was cured of Pile* of 35 years’ standing, by 
the use of these Life Medicine* alone.
PAINS in the Head, side, back, Joint* and Or­
gan*.
Rbidmatisk.—Those affected with this terrible 
disease, will be sure ef relief by the Life Medicine* 
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum 
Swellings.
Scrofula, or Kings’Evll in it* worst forms,Uleers 
ef every description.
Worm* of all kind* are effectually expelled by 
these Modieines. Parents will do well to adminis­
ter them whenever their existent* it inspected. Re­
lief will be certain.
The Life Pills aad Pheeaix Bittern
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
And thus remove all disease from the system.
Prepared and sold by 
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
335 Broadway, earner of Anthony Street, N. Y. 
For sale by all Druggists. Dee25:y.
Teething
J. B. BELL,
GBNEKAL MEAL BSTATK AGENT.
IVPBBIOB, VIICOVBIW, ’
WILL select and enter Lands,locate Land War. rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.Particular attention paid to Con veyaneing, Paying 
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin­
ing Titles.
Refer to Judge Valey and Bug. Burnand,New 
York; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon 
Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman’ 
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. H. Newton, Geo. K. Nettleton’
Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J. May 20. *
LsehS IVfirE'aja's,
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sondingthem to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two 
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se- 
enred by the land entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment, the 
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the 
benefit of the settlers improvement? and selection o 
the finest lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
Jane 1$. Omaha City, Neb. T*r.
~ DR. HOBACK’S
SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
THE evidence in the possession of Dr. Robaek, whieh is at all time* accessible to the public, es­tablish the following
FACTSf
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS 
have been proved by analysis to
Contain No ftliaernl,
That they cure the almost universal complaint, 
Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty, and in a very shert time.— 
That after all other medicines have proved useless, 
they relievo
Liver Complaint,
and restore tho health and strength of the sufferer. 
That
Sick Female*,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidiiy un­
der their invigorating operation. That all sexuat 
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle 
stimulating properties. That they recruit
Shattered ConctitotioiiB, 
however they may have been trifled with and abus­
ed; that their direct tendenoy is to lengthen life, 
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly 
upon the poiion of the diieaee ,’n the blood, they
Canse Soon to Ileal, 
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro­
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Debilitated, 
and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow­
els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands 
or Muscles,
Arising from Imparities or
Obstrnctions of the Blood 
Or Secretions,
in winch they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life ha* been 
invaded,) effect of a painlen and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDIVADIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousand* of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medieal works, and by word of 
mouth, proclaim them to be the very best prepara­
tion of the kind ever offered to the broken-down vic­
tims of ill-heath. Th«y hunt disease through every 
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor­
oughly and permanently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one sin­
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea­
per than any other Pills, for it take* a less number 
of them to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi­
er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of tbe 
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per 
box, or 5 boxes for $1.
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Roback’x Stomach Bitter*.
A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for 
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention 
•fbilious complaints incident to the Western coun­
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re­
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it. 
The formula of these Bitters, now (1861) the sole 
property of Dr. Robaek, originated with one of the 
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of 
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the 
wants of Western people.
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow­
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of whieh 
they are composed, and as they are, by allaying un 
natural cravings of the stomach, direetly promotive 
of
Temperance, 
the present proprietor believes that in making them 
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Reback’s num­
erous Agents, and at Hotels, Ac. the country over.— 
In the meantime, orders will be filled direct from 
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. 
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed 
in one doz. esses. Half doz. sample eases will, how­
ever, be packed and sent to any address, if desired.
Retail Price, $1 per bottle, or six for $5.
Principal office and salesroom, No. • East Fourt 
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
For sale in Knox County, by A. IV. Lippitt, W. B. 
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
D. A D. S. Fry, Centreburg.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Montague, A Hosack, Fredericktown.
R. McCloud, Millwood.
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
Hanna A Mercer, Bladonsburg.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
John Denny, Heller, and by druggists and me 
ehants generally throughout the U. 8. Jan 23.
WALKER'S LAIOY W ASHER.
HORACE WELSH,
RESPECTFULLY announces to the eitixens of Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi­
tates not to say is the
Best Washing Machine 
now in use in the eountry. These machines are 
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, 
and are sold at extremely low priees. Read the fol­
lowing certificate ef persons well known in this com­
munity :
Mt. Vkbxox, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1861. 
We the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Unicn Washer as one of the most desirable im­
plements of household economy; and believe that it 
stands nnequaled for ease ef operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health ef the operator, freeing them from the inju­
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in­
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de­
stroying fumes of the wash.
Scrofula, or King’s Evil,
is a constitutional disease, a corruption of the blood, 
by which thia fluid becomes vitiated, weak, and 
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervade* the 
whole body, and may burst out in dieeaao on any 
part of it. No organ is free from it* attacks, n<4 
is there one which it may not destroy. The scrofu­
lous taint is variously caused by mercurial disease, 
low living, disordered or unhealthy food, impure 
air, filth and filthy habits, the depressing vices, 
and, above all, by the venereal infection. What­
ever be its origin, it is hereditary in the constitu­
tion, descending " from parents to children unto the 
third and fourth generationindeed, it seems to 
be the rod of Him who soys, “ I will visit tha 
iniquities of the fathers upon their children.”
Its effects commence by deposition from the 
blood of corrupt or ulcerous matter, which, in the 
lungs, liver, and internal organs, is termed tuber­
cles ; in the glands, swelling*; and on the surface, 
eruptions or sores. This foul corruption, which 
genders in the blood, depresses the energies of lifer 
so that scrofulous constitutions not only suffer from 
scrofulous complaints, but they Lave far less power 
to witlistand the attacks of other diseases; con­
sequently, vast numbers perish by disorders whichr 
although not scrofulous in their nature, are still ren­
dered fatal by this taint in tl»e system. Most of 
the consumption which decimates the human family 
has its origin directly in this scrofulous contamina­
tion ; and many destructive diseases of the liver,. 
kidneys, brain, and, indeed, of all the organs, arise 
from or are aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our people are scrofulous p 
their persons are invaded by this lurking infection,, 
and their health is undermined by it. To cleanse 
it from the system we must renovate the blood' 
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it by 
healthy food and exercise. Such a medicine wo 
supply in
AYER'S
Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,
the most effectual remedy which the medical skill 
of our times can devise for this every where pre­
vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from the 
most active remcdials that have been discovered fbr 
the expurgation of this foul disorder from the blood, 
and the rescue of the system from its destructive 
consequences. Hence it should lie employed for 
the cure of not only scrofula, but also those other 
affections which arise from it, such as Envram 
and SxiJf Diskases, St. Axtkoxy’s Fire, Boss, 
or Ekysifulaa, Pimm.es, Pustvles, Blotckks. 
Buws and Boils, Tvmom, Tetteb and Salt
Rhkvm, Scald Head, Binoworm, Rheumatism, 
Syphilitic and Mercurial Diseases, Dropzt, 
Dyspepsia, Derility, and, indeed, all Complaints 
akisixo prom Vitiated o« Impure Blood. The 
popular belief in “ impurity of the blood ” is founded 
in truth, for scrofula is a degeneratien of the blood. 
The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa­
rilla is to purify and regenerate this vital fluid, 




FOR TnK SPEEDY CUBE OP
Interznittent Fever, or Fever and Agwa.
Remittent Fever, Chill Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical Headache, or Billon* Headache, 
and Ilillona Fevers, Indeed for thr whole 
rlasa of diseases origination in biliary ds- 
r*iiK< iiient, caused by the Malaria of Mias— 
matle Countries.
Wc are enabled here to offer the eoremnnity a rem­
edy whieh. while it cures the above complaints with 
certainty, is still perfectly harmless in any quantity. 
Such a remedy is invaluable in districts where the** 
afflicting disorders prevail. This •• Cunp." expels the 
miasmatic poison of Fever axd Ague from the sys­
tem, and prevents the development of the disease, if 
taken on the first approach of its premonitory symp­
toms. It is not only the best rsmeoy ever yet discov­
ered for this class of complaints, but also the cheap­
est. The large quantity we supply for a dollar brings 
it within the reach of everybody; and in bilious dis­
tricts, where Fevkr avd Aoue prevails, every body 
should have it and use it freely both for cure and pro­
tection. A great superiority of this remedy over any 
other ever discovered for the speedy and certain cure 
of Intermittent* is that it contains no Quinine or min­
eral, consequently it produces no quinism or other 
injurious effects whatever upon the constitution. Those 
cured by it are left a* healthy a* if they had never had 
the disease.
Fever and Ague is not alone the consequence of the 
miasmatic poison. A great variety of disorders arise 
from its irritation, among which arc Neuralgia, Rheu­
matism, Gout, Headache, Rlindnrss, Toothache, Ear­
ache. Catarrh, Jiuhno., Painful Affection
of the Spleen, Ilytteriet, Pain in the itouett, to tie. 
Paralysis and Derangement of the Stomach, all of 
whieh, when originating in this cause, put on the 
intermittent type, or become periodical. This “ Cure ” 
expels the poison from the blood, and consequently 
ouret them all alike. It it an invaluable protection to 
immigrants and persons travelling or temporarily re­
siding in the malarious districts. If taken occasionally 
or doily while exposed to the infection, that will bo 
excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate in 
sufficient quantity to ripen into disease. Hence it is 
even more valuable for protection than cure, and few 
will ever suffer from Intermittents if they avail them­
selves of the protection this remedy affords.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. AYXR fio CO., LoweM, Kass. 
J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Russell,
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-lx.
FHEDER1CKTOBX FOIXDIIT.
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
THE subscriber respectfully inform* tbe eitixens of Knox and the surrounding counties that he eontinues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, 
Knox eounty, Ohio, where he manufactures and 
keeps on hand a general assortment of
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES, 
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve­
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work mannfaetured at my estsblishment will 
be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus­
tomers, and will be sold at priees equally a* low If 
rot lower than similar articles ean be had in Mt. 
Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited. 








Geo. W. Jackson, 
March 5, ’61 rtf.
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett,
J. B. Staunton, 
Hellen M. Staunton, 




An experienced Nurse and Female Physioian, pre­
sents to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING, 
whieh greatly facilitate* the process of teething, by 
softening the gums, reducion all indentation—will 
allay all pain and spasmodic aetion, and is
RIRE TO HKGILATK THE BOffELf. 
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your­
selves, and
BELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the ehild from pain, but invig­
orate* the stomaeh and bowels, correct* acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC 
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. We believe it the BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all eases 
of DYSENTERY and DIARRCEA IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arrises from teething, or frem any other 
eause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child suffering from any of tho foregoing complaint* 
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE 
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between yon 
and your suffering ehild, and the relief that will be 
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the 
nse of this medieine, if timely used. Fnll direetions 
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu 
ine unless tbe fae-simile of CURTIS A PERKINS, 
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines 
in Knox County.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
March 26, 1861.
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO. 
ifAXuvAcrrnRRS or
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors, 
Window Shutters. Guards, &c.
Not. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
(Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, ?A,
HAVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu- larattention paid to enolosing GraveLot*. Jobbing 
done at short notiee. mar8
PATENT OFFICE ACEMCF,
Opposite the Weddell Home, Cleveland, Ohio. 
w. anaxinss fMay5.] J. beaixah*.
‘OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and cheaply 




THE thorough manner in which Student* of this Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu­siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
TAe Business Man's College!
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac­
tical. All the late forms and improvements are in­
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee any one 
after he has completed the course, to be fully quali­
fied to keep the books of any business bouse,
Daily Lecture* delivered on Book-keeping, Pen­
manship, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Law 
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.
TERMS:
For fall and unlimited Coarse, $40.
Student* can enter at any time and review at plea­
sure.
The usual time to complete the cousc is from 8 ts 
10 weeks.
Good boarding ean be 1$2,5O per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma Ac., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6 MeCOY A Co., Columbus, O.
ISAAC A. ISAACS,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
FOR MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR. 
Importer and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Vest.
ings, Tailors’ Trimming* a.nd Furnishing Goods.— 
Also, sole agent for the sale of
Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines 
and Storr’s Automaton, Pressman, and dealer in 
Sewing Machine Needles, Twist. Threads Ac. '
ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL, 
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 
Obio-______________ __ ______________ April 1C.
J. & II. PHILLIPS,
OIL CLOTH MANUFACTUSSRS,
, _ And Dealers in all kinds of
1 N D I A RU B B B R GOODS
Made under Goodyear’s Patent.
Aos. 26 <£- 28 St. Clair Street, Pittsbo gh, Pa.
AGENTS for the sale, of India RubL r B lting, Hose and Steam Packing. Also, Patemotreteh d and Riveted Leather Belting.
Pittiburgh, Apr. 7.
$35.00
PA\8 the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop­ular and successful Commercial School in tbe country. Upward* of Twelve Hundred young men 
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu­
cated for business here within the past three years, 
ume of whom have been employed as Book-keepers 
at salaries of
2,000 Per Annum,
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of 
accounts when they entered the College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en-
Wr at any time, and review when they please, with­
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof.
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship.and 
a large Engraving of the College, inolo«e twenty fire 
oonts in postage stamps to the Principals.
JENKINS A SMITH.
jan 22-ly Pittsburgh, Pa.
WM BLYNN,
Having removed to
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
TAUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him at his new location. lie will soon make an adf dition to his already large stock.a new assortment o
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
Fancy Articles for tbe Holidays.
MSF" He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention,
to please the public. [Columbus, 0, Nov. 20.
